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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY



I. Executive summary
One year ago, we published A Democracy Crisis in the Making: 
How State Legislatures are Politicizing, Criminalizing, and Interfer-
ing with Election Administration. We warned that state legislatures 
were considering a range of bills that would increase the risk of 
election subversion—that is, the risk that the purported outcome 
of the election does not reflect the choice of the voters. State by 
state, legislatures had moved to seize power from professional, 
non-partisan election administrators and to needlessly expose 
the running of elections to partisan influence and disruption. As 
we explained in our initial Report, this trend increases the risk 
of a crisis in which the outcome of an election could be decided 
contrary to the will of the people.

Since our first Report, this effort by state legislatures has not 
receded. In fact, it has accelerated.  This year alone, lawmakers 
have introduced scores of new bills that increase the likelihood of 
election subversion, whether directly or indirectly. In some cases, 

the potential subversion is quite direct—for example, bills that 
give the legislature the power to choose a victor contrary to the 
voters’ will. In others, the impact is less direct but still dangerous. 
Some bills would introduce dysfunction and chaos into the elec-
tion system and could lead to delay, uncertainty, and confusion, 
all of which could provide cover for subversion.

We issued our first Report less than four months after the Janu-
ary 6, 2021, attack on the U.S. Capitol, itself a violent attempt to 
subvert the voters’ choice. In that Report, we identified 148 bills 
that had been filed that would allow state legislatures to polit-
icize, criminalize, or interfere with elections. Today, at roughly 
the same point in the calendar year, legislatures in 33 states are 
considering 229 bills that do the same—175 introduced in this 
calendar year alone and 54 that rolled over from the last calendar 
year. A total of 50 bills have been enacted or adopted, 32 last year 
and 18 thus far this year. See Chart 1.
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CHART 1

Bills introduced or under consideration as of April 8, 2022, that allow state 
legislatures to politicize, criminalize, or interfere with elections
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In the first quarter of 2022, significantly more bills have been 
introduced that would allow legislatures to politicize, criminalize, 
or interfere with elections than at this time in 2021.
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Through the bills discussed in this Report, legislators have attempted to exercise insidious con-
trol over practically every step of the electoral process. This includes efforts to shift power to 
legislatures to directly choose and control election officials and to tie the hands of profession-
al local election administrators. It includes subjecting elections to unprofessional and biased 
reviews, designed to sow doubt about the legitimacy of results. It includes imposing onerous 
and unrealistic burdens on election administration—such as a requirement to count all ballots 
by hand—that will introduce errors and delays, which could be used as a pretext for election 
subversion. In the most extreme examples, none of which has yet become law, legislators have 
proposed granting themselves the power to reverse election results altogether and to install 
their own preferred candidates instead.

In many cases, these legislative efforts are as poorly designed as they are misguided, which can 
make them more dangerous because they are more likely to lead to confusion and chaos. An 
Arizona bill, for example, requires election officials to document “voting irregularities”—and 
attaches a possible criminal penalty for failing to do so—without ever defining the term. In 
Wisconsin, the speaker of the state Assembly ordered an investigation of the 2020 election, run 
by a former state Supreme Court justice who has stated that he does not have “a comprehensive 
understanding or even any understanding of how elections work.” In Oklahoma, a bill imagines 
a 20-person “Election Integrity Committee” to review election results, with no requirement 
that any of the 20 people have experience in election administration or professional audits.

“In many cases, these legislative efforts are as

poorly designed as they are misguided—which

can make them more dangerous because they are

more likely to lead to confusion and chaos.”
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CHART 2

State-by-state legislative 
interference by category

USURPING
CONTROL

UNPROFESSIONAL
“AUDITS”

SEIZING 
RESPONSIBILITY

CREATING
BURDENS

IMPOSING
PENALTIES

ALABAMA X X X X
ALASKA X X X X
ARIZONA X X X X X
COLORADO X X
FLORIDA X X X
GEORGIA X X
ILLINOIS X X
INDIANA X X
IOWA X X
KANSAS X X X X
KENTUCKY X X
LOUISIANA X X X
MICHIGAN X X X X
MINNESOTA X X X X
MISSISSIPPI X X X X
MISSOURI X X X X
NEBRASKA X X
NEW HAMPSHIRE X X X X
NEW JERSEY X
NEW YORK X
NORTH CAROLINA X X X
OKLAHOMA X X X X
PENNSYLVANIA X X X X X
RHODE ISLAND X X
SOUTH CAROLINA X X X X
SOUTH DAKOTA X X
TENNESSEE X X X X
UTAH X X
VIRGINIA X X
WASHINGTON X X
WEST VIRGINIA X X
WISCONSIN X X X X X
WYOMING X

Chart 2: analyzes select bills in A Democracy Crisis in the Making

1 2 3 4 5

Broadly, we classify these legislative maneuvers into five categories:

1. Usurping control over election results. A handful of states have 
considered bills that would give legislators direct or indirect control 
over election outcomes, allowing lawmakers to reject the choice of 
the voters. Although we do not expect any of these proposals to 
become law in 2022, the fact that they are even being introduced 
indicates that legislatures are considering the option to overturn 
future elections. This raises obvious alarms for democracy.

2. Requiring partisan or unprofessional “audits” or reviews. Leg-
islation of this type has surged in 2022. We found 44 bills intro-
duced this year and another five held over from 2021 that propose 
unprofessional or biased reviews of election results. They call for 
procedures that are vague or subject to abuse and in some cases 
hand the power to call for audits to political parties or the legis-
lature. These bills threaten to call election outcomes perpetually 
into doubt. They would tie up election administrators and likely 
would amount to state-sponsored vehicles for disinformation.

3. Seizing power over election responsibilities. Legislatures have 
proposed shifting power from professional election administrators 
to partisan legislatures or legislatively appointed officials. These 
bills increase the danger of partisan election manipulation and 
raise the risk of an election crisis. We have found 38 bills intro-
duced this year and another 13 held over from 2021 that fall into 
this category.

4. Creating unworkable burdens in election administration. Leg-
islatures have proposed or passed 93 bills this year and held over 
21 from 2021 that increase the risk of subversion by intruding on 
the granular details of election administration. One particularly 
dangerous flavor of these bills, under consideration in six states, 
would require all ballots to be counted by hand, practically guar-
anteeing delays, higher rates of counting error, and increased risk 
of tampering by bad actors.

5. Imposing disproportionate criminal or other penalties. 
Legislatures have proposed to subject election officials to criminal 
prosecution for poorly defined offenses and have created crimi-
nal liability for steps that election officials routinely take to help 
voters cast ballots. States are also escalating the enforcement of 
election laws, by creating entirely new law enforcement agencies. 
We found 54 of these bills introduced so far in 2022 and another 18 
held over from 2021 which encourage distrust in elections and elec-
tion officials and interfere with effective election administration.

See Chart 2.

Left unchecked, these legislative proposals threaten to paralyze the 
smooth functioning of elections. Election administrators could be left 
powerless to stop voter intimidation. Election rules could devolve into 
a confusing and contradictory tangle, subject to change at the whims 
of partisan lawmakers. Election results could be endlessly called into 
question and subjected to never-ending, destructive reviews conducted 
based on no responsible standard. At the extreme, election results could 
simply be tossed aside and the will of the people ignored.

2

3

4

5
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INTRODUCTION
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Before 2020, the suggestion that America’s elections might be 
systematically and intentionally subverted would have been dis-
missed as a fever dream.1 Today, in the aftermath of a concerted 
effort to overturn the results of the 2020 presidential election—
culminating in a deadly attack on the U.S. Capitol—the idea is no 
longer inconceivable. It is real. The future of democracy in Amer-
ica is on the line.

This Report highlights one way in which our democratic system is 
under assault. We focus on efforts by state legislatures to change 
laws in ways that would significantly undermine how this coun-
try runs its elections, opening the door to partisan interference or 
manipulation of the results or even outright rejection of the will of 
the voters. Although it is not unusual for states to adopt or make 
changes to election law each cycle, the measures that we describe 
in this Report represent a dangerous trend: efforts to increase the 
ability of partisan actors to subvert the will of the voters.

These efforts range from ongoing attempts to turn back the clock 
and “overturn” the 2020 election, to proposals that would allow 
legislatures to ignore voters’ choices in future elections, to more 
technical efforts to change the mechanics of election administra-
tion in ways that make the system more vulnerable to partisan in-
terference, chaos, and disinformation—and ultimately subversion. 

This trend is fueled by disinformation.2 Over and over, the 
2020 election has been affirmed as free, fair, secure, and accu-
rate. It was deemed the “most secure in American history” by 
Trump administration cybersecurity officials.3 Nevertheless, 
state legislatures have been motivated to undermine elec-
tions in this country based on the false claims that the 2020 
presidential election was stolen from Donald Trump by voter 
fraud, manipulated machines, or other means. Worse yet, some 
may be motivated by little more than a desire to ensure that 
their preferred candidate wins in the future, regardless of the 
voters’ will.

A year ago, we issued one of the first reports identifying this 
trend. We warned that these efforts threatened to dramatically 
disrupt the foundation of our democracy: that the voters elect 
the candidates of their choice. Professional and non-partisan 
election administration is key to maintaining this foundation. 
We cautioned: “Had these bills been in place in 2020, they would 
have significantly added to the turmoil that surrounded the elec-
tion, and they would have raised the alarming prospect that the 
outcome of the presidential election could have been decided 
contrary to how the people voted.”

The wave of state legislative election-subversion proposals has 
not abated. Indeed, it has accelerated. In our first Report, issued 
in April 2021, we identified 148 bills that had been introduced 
that would allow state legislatures to politicize, criminalize, or 
interfere with elections.4 Thus far in 2022, 175 such bills have 
been introduced, with 18 having become law. (Another 54 such 
bills were held over from 2021).5 

Election subversion can take many forms.6 Sometimes it is overt. 
In the last two years, some lawmakers have proposed that state 
legislatures should usurp the right to decide election outcomes.7 
For example, Arizona lawmakers have introduced two bills that 
would directly give the legislature the authority to subvert the 
will of the voters.8 

Other legislative efforts to promote election subversion are indi-
rect. The indirect forms of subversion may be more dangerous: If 
subversion does occur, it is unlikely to involve a brazen attempt 
to overturn the clear will of the voters. Instead, it is far more 
likely to involve a relatively close election, followed by efforts to 
create confusion and doubt about the results. This could create 
a pretext for subversion, in which a state legislature or a state 
certifying authority picks a winner that does not reflect the actual 
choice of the voters, perhaps based on a claim that the will of the 
voters cannot be determined. For example, six states are consid-
ering bills that would require all ballots to be counted by hand. 
Hand counts may be feasible for smaller jurisdictions. For larger 
jurisdictions or for entire states, however, they would significant-
ly increase errors and cause delays so substantial that it could 
interfere with certifying the winner. Bills that impose unworkable 
requirements for election administration substantially increase 
the likelihood of a crisis, which would create an opportunity for 
bad actors to subvert the will of the voters.

Unfortunately, the trend we document in this 2022 edition of 
the Report is only one part of an overarching anti-democratic 
movement. America faces a rising tide of political violence and 
disinformation.9 Numerous candidates for political office this 
year embrace authoritarian or anti-democratic rhetoric. Some 
are explicitly campaigning on election subversion platforms and 
conspiracy theories about elections.10 It is beyond the scope of 
this Report to detail these aspects of the anti-democracy agenda, 
but it is important to note that the election subversion trend we 
chronicle is intimately entwined with them.

Note regarding methodology

Each year, state legislators introduce thousands of bills related to 
elections. One organization, Voting Rights Lab, currently tracks 
almost 2,500 election-related bills under consideration by leg-
islatures this year, and that number is likely to rise.11 To create 
this Report, we relied on the Voting Rights Lab database and sup-
plemented it with other legislative proposals that we discovered 
via independent research. We included legislation introduced 
between December 15, 2021, when our last update stopped, and 
April 8, 2022. We also included legislation from our 2021 Re-
ports that was still active this year. The States United Democracy 
Center, Protect Democracy, and Law Forward worked together 
to analyze each proposal to determine whether it would—if ad-
opted—materially increase the risk of election subversion, and to 
filter out those that we concluded did not meet that criterion.12 A 
complete list of the bills that fall within the scope of this Report 
is included as an Appendix. 

II. Introduction

“Although it is not unusual for states to

adopt or make changes to election law each

cycle, the measures that we describe in this

Report represent a dangerous trend: efforts

to increase the ability of partisan actors to

subvert the will of the voters.”
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This is our second edition in our series on this trend. In our ini-
tial Report in April 2021, we described four legislative trends 
that we feared would increase the risk of election manipulation 
or subversion.13 In this second edition, we largely adhere to that 
original categorization, with some modifications to account for 
new trends and to provide additional clarity and precision, re-
flecting what we have learned after more than a year of research-
ing and chronicling these legislative proposals. Most notably, we 
have added a category to specifically identify the proliferation of 
bills that would authorize or require partisan or unprofession-
al post-election “audits” or reviews of the 2020 election and/or 
future elections. 

With that in mind, the five major types of legislative trends that 
we analyze in this Report are: (1) usurping control over election 
results; (2) requiring partisan or unprofessional election “audits” 
or reviews; (3) seizing power over election responsibilities; (4) 
creating unworkable burdens in election administration; and (5) 
imposing disproportionate criminal or other penalties.

Each of these categories is discussed in more detail—with illus-
trative examples—later in the Report.14

1  Usurping control over election results. In a handful 
of states, legislators have introduced measures that would give 
the legislature final authority over the certification of election 
results. If these measures were to be enacted—which does not 
appear imminent—legislatures would have the power to reject 
the will of the voters if they don’t like the results of the election. 
This category also includes legislation that would give the legis-
lature indirect control over certification. For example, if state law 
designates the state board of elections as the ultimate certifying 
authority, legislation that effectively gives the legislature control 
over the state board would qualify for this category. 

2  Requiring partisan or unprofessional election “au-
dits” or reviews. A wave of new bills would authorize or re-
quire partisan or unprofessional post-election “audits” of the 
2020 election and/or future elections, modeled on the partisan 
election review conducted in Maricopa County, Arizona. To be 
clear, professional post-election audits—when conducted by 
experts, according to clear procedures set out in advance of the 
election, and designed to ensure an accurate count without inter-
fering with timely certification of the results—are a critical part 
of ensuring election security and integrity, protecting the rights 
of voters, and increasing transparency and public confidence in 
the results.15 But the bills described in this Report lack standard-
ized procedures, lack basic safeguards to protect the security of 
voting equipment and cast ballots, or fail to require that reviews 
be conducted by non-partisan election administration experts. 
They could be used to illegitimately delay certification of results, 
opening the door to conspiracy theories and subversion.

3  Seizing power over election responsibilities. Leg-
islators have proposed or passed measures that would insert the 
legislature directly into some aspect of election administration, 
often by removing particular election administration authorities 
from executive branch officials and placing them under the con-
trol of the legislature. Although setting the rules for elections in 
advance and conducting oversight after an election are necessary 
and routine legislative functions, it is traditionally the role of the 
state executive branch to appoint election officials, issue more 
granular regulations, and administer elections according to the 
rules set by the legislature. Among other benefits, this traditional 
allocation of power allows election administrators to respond to 
changing circumstances and exigencies. Altering this balance of 

power increases the risk of partisan election manipulation. For 
example, the legislature might give itself the authority to appoint 
or remove the official who counts and certifies the results. Fur-
thermore, legislation that restricts the ability of state and local 
election administrators to respond flexibly to exigent circum-
stances could lead to confusion, which might delay the certifi-
cation of the election or otherwise provide a pretext for sowing 
doubt about the results.

4  Creating unworkable burdens in election adminis-
tration. New bills would impinge on the authority of local offi-
cials to efficiently conduct elections in ways that could result in 
election crises. Again, it is appropriate for legislatures to set the 
rules for an election in advance. But we are seeing a wave of legis-
lation that interferes with the most basic routines and procedures 
of local election administrators—such as voter roll maintenance, 
testing election equipment, and tabulating ballots—in ways that 
impose new, unworkable burdens on them. In a similar vein, this 
category includes bills that would limit the ability of election offi-
cials to address funding shortfalls by accepting nonprofit or other 
funding to support voter outreach and election administration. 
It also includes bills that would constrain election officials from 
being able to respond to partisan poll watchers who harass or in-
timidate election officials or voters. The common theme of the 
legislation in this category is that it increases the risk of chaos 
and delay, opening a window for specious claims of fraud or ir-
regularities that could serve as a pretext for election subversion.

5  Imposing disproportionate criminal or other 
penalties. Legislators have proposed and passed bills that ex-
pose local election officials to the threat of criminal or other lia-
bility for a wide range of routine activities. True interference with 
voting and elections is already illegal, and rightfully so: Nobody 
is allowed to commit voter fraud, threaten or bribe voters, un-
dermine the security of voting machines, or destroy ballots, for 
example. But these new bills create vague, subjective categories 
of misconduct that would leave election officials vulnerable to 
litigation and prosecution by partisan actors. Such laws could 
intimidate election officials and poll workers, many of whom 
are volunteers or part-time employees, from helping voters and 
responding to election-day emergencies. We also include in this 
category bills that dramatically escalate or hyper-criminalize en-
forcement of voting laws—for example, by creating new enforce-
ment agencies—and bills that criminalize actions that election 
officials currently routinely take to help voters vote. Of course, 
states should enforce laws that prohibit voter fraud and other 
election-related offenses. But many of the proposals are dispro-
portionate to the scope of the problem and are motivated by elec-
tion lies and conspiracy theories. Ultimately, we are concerned 
that all of the bills in this category could be weaponized by parti-
san actors to sow doubt about the legitimacy of the results of an 
election and that the threat of prosecution could have a chilling 
effect on officials’ willingness to serve the public and help voters.

In addition to the legislative categories described above, this 
Report also includes a discussion of some of the non-legislative 
trends that could increase the risk of election subversion. These 
include insider threats, that is, misconduct by election officials; 
partisan or anomalous actions by law enforcement; and threats 
or pressure on election administrators and courts by those in po-
sitions of power. 
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• When we issued our first Report in 2021, less than 150 days after the January 6 
attack on the U.S. Capitol, we identified 148 bills that had been filed that would 
allow state legislatures to politicize, criminalize, or interfere with elections. 

• When 2021 drew to a close, we had identified 262 bills introduced in 41 states 
that would interfere with election administration—and 32 of these bills had be-
come law across 17 states.16 

• As of April 8, 2022, all told, legislatures from 33 states are considering 229 bills 
that do the same—175 from this calendar year and 54 of them rolled over from 
the last calendar year.17 As of April 25, 2022, 18 more bills have been enacted or 
adopted in 14 states, and six have been vetoed, all in Wisconsin.

• Two states are at the vanguard of this trend in 2022: Arizona and Wisconsin. 
(Texas’ state legislature, which proposed the highest number of election subver-
sion bills last year, does not convene in even-numbered years).

• The bulk of the proposals that raise concerns this year involve legislatures creat-
ing unworkable burdens in election administration. These bills make it more dif-
ficult to effectively and safely administer elections and ultimately make it easier 
to spread confusion and disinformation that can be used as a pretext for subver-
sion. Ninety-three bills introduced in 2022 (plus another 21 held over from 2021) 
met our criteria for creating unworkable burdens in election administration that 
increase the risk of election sabotage.

• Legislation related to biased or unprofessional “audits” saw the greatest surge. 
In 2021, the hunger for gratuitous 2020 election reviews was just emerging. This 
year, 49 proposals advance so-called “audit” schemes that could undermine ef-
fective and accurate vote counts and certification.

• In addition, we identified 51 proposals under consideration from 2022 that fall 
into the category of seizing power over election responsibilities. Seven bills 
propose usurping control over election results. Seventy-two bills would impose 
disproportionate criminal or other penalties on routine election activities.”18



HOW LEGISLATURES
ARE POISED TO
SUBVERT DEMOCRACY
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Our initial A Democracy Crisis in the Making Report was sparked in 
part by a number of bills introduced in 2021 that would have giv-
en legislators direct or indirect control over election outcomes. 
If passed, these bills would have allowed them to reject the will 
of the voters and determine the outcome of the election. In the 
wake of the 2020 election, lawmakers in multiple states demand-
ed that the legislatures come back into session to reconsider their 
states’ Electoral College selections. These bills demonstrated 
that at least some legislators in multiple states remain willing to 
change the outcome of future elections in which their preferred 
candidates have not prevailed.19

Fortunately, this trend has not picked up steam, although the fact 
that the bills were even proposed is still cause for concern. Of 
the three bills in this category introduced in 2021, none passed 
into law—or, indeed, made any significant progress through the 
legislative process. So far this year, we have identified just two 
new bills—both filed in Arizona—that would give the legislature 
direct control over future election results.20 Two more bills intro-
duced this year purport to “decertify” the 2020 election results.21

Of the bills that explicitly give the legislature control over fu-
ture election results, the first, Arizona HB 2476, would change 
the procedure for choosing the state’s Electoral College elec-
tors.22 Instead of selecting all of the electors based on the state-
wide popular vote, one elector would be awarded based on the 
popular vote in each of Arizona’s congressional districts, and the 
selection of the remaining two electors would be placed directly 
in the hands of the state legislature, voting as a single body (that 
is, the House and Senate voting together). The second proposal, 
Arizona HB 2596, requires the legislature to come into session to 
review the results of all primary and general elections—essential-
ly transforming the legislature into the state’s final certification 
authority.23 Under the bill, if the legislature rejects the election 

results, a new election may be held. The measure also authorizes 
the legislature to audit any regular primary or general election.

In the same vein, allies of former President Trump who tried and 
failed to overturn the results of the 2020 election are now en-
gaged in a campaign to “decertify” that outcome.24 These efforts 
have no basis in the law or the Constitution and cannot provide 
a legal basis for removing President Biden from office.25 While 
these bills do not directly alter future election processes, they are 
evidence of an ongoing effort among legislators to assert con-
trol over election results, softening the ground for future elec-
tion subversion—“the clearest and most present danger to our 
democracy,” in the words of J. Michael Luttig, a leading conser-
vative lawyer and former appellate judge appointed by President 
George H. W. Bush.26

Two of these “decertification” bills have been introduced in 
2022. In Arizona, the decertification bill, Arizona HCR 2033, is 
sponsored by Secretary of State candidate Mark Finchem, who 
has been endorsed by former President Trump.27 In Wisconsin, 
a proposed joint resolution purports to “acknowledge that ille-
gality took place in conducting the 2020 general election and 
reclaim Wisconsin’s 10 fraudulent electoral ballots” cast for the 
Biden-Harris ticket.28 To justify the effort, both proposed resolu-
tions cite debunked assertions of fraudulent or illegal activities 
in the 2020 election. In addition, three decertification bills intro-
duced in Pennsylvania in 2021 remain pending before that state’s 
legislature.29 At the time of this writing, no state legislature has 
come close to passing any of these decertification bills. 

It is certainly encouraging that none of the proposals to direct-
ly insert the legislature into the vote-certification process has 
become law. But as the remainder of this Report shows legisla-
tors have identified—and enacted into law—new approaches to 
election subversion.

Usurping control over election results

III. How legislatures are poised 
to subvert democracy

• Following the 2020 election, multiple lawmakers called for state legislatures to con-
vene to reject the voters’ choice of Joe Biden and instead to send their hand-picked rep-
resentatives to the Electoral College to cast votes for Donald Trump. Building on these 
calls, some states considered legislation in 2021 that would authorize exactly this type of 
direct legislative control of election results. 

• Thankfully, in 2022, most states have not introduced—and none have enacted—bills to ad-
vance this type of direct subversion of voters’ will. Just two new bills were introduced—in 
Arizona—that would give the legislature this type of control to subvert elections.

• However, bills were introduced or are pending in Arizona, Wisconsin, and Pennsylvania to 
“decertify” the 2020 election results, even though such a move would not remove President 
Biden from office or directly affect the 2024 election.

• While we do not expect any of these proposals to become law, the fact that some state 
legislatures are even considering seizing control to displace the will of the voters is a red flag 
for our democracy.
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Requiring partisan or unprofessional 
election “audits” or reviews

In the wake of the 2020 presidential election, many state legislatures launched expansive (and 
expensive) efforts to reexamine the 2020 election results with the express aim of finding ev-
idence that the election was stolen from former President Trump. They also have introduced 
legislation to institute new, amorphous or partisan review or “audit” schemes for future elec-
tions that could promote election subversion. 

Professional audits are a valuable method for checking the accuracy of election results and 
promoting public confidence in our voting systems. A majority of states use some type of audit 
to uncover potential discrepancies in vote counts.31 This includes audits that require election 
districts to count a sample of cast ballots and compare those results with the machine tally, 
as well as the more recent, state-of-the-art risk-limiting audits, which use statistical model-
ing to determine how many ballots must be counted to be certain that an election outcome 
was correct.32 

Professional audits follow best practices for security and integrity such as those recently en-
dorsed overwhelmingly by the bipartisan National Association of Secretaries of State: They 
use well-defined procedures established in advance; they employ proper chain-of-custody and 
security protocols; they include state and local election administrators in the process; they use 
objective experts; and they are transparent, among other appropriate protocols.33 

Unfortunately, the “audits” and reviews we outline in this Report do not follow these best 
practices.34 In particular, the two election review trends described here—reexamining the 2020 
election results and proposing partisan reviews for future elections—threaten the integrity 
of elections. 

Many of the ongoing reexaminations of the 2020 election are unprofessional. They are con-
ducted by unqualified personnel who are unaware of basic election procedures that ensure 
the proper counting of ballots and the security and integrity of ballots and voting machines 
(including federal laws regarding the preservation of election records).35 They unjustifiably 
burden election administrators and divert valuable time and resources. Importantly, they also 
set the stage for subversion by creating a mechanism for perpetually calling into doubt the 
legitimacy of any election’s outcome. The bills discussed in this section that would authorize 
or require such “audits” in the future suffer from many of the same defects and therefore raise 
the same concerns about increasing the risk of election subversion.

“Professional audits

are a valuable method

for checking the

accuracy of election 

results and promoting

public confidence in 

our voting systems.

Unfortunately, the

“audits” and reviews

we outline in this
Report do not follow

best practices.”

• In three states, legislature-initiated reviews of the 2020 election are ongoing. These 
reviews are acting as what one observer called “disinformation blueprints” that sow 
doubt about an election that was thoroughly and expertly determined to be free, fair, 
and accurate.30 Meanwhile, in a number of other states, efforts to conduct reviews of 
the 2020 election continue at local and county levels. In eight states in 2022, legisla-
tion has been proposed to require additional reviews of the 2020 results.

• In 2022, legislation relating to election reviews or audits surged. While some of the bills 
propose professional election audits, a large number propose unprofessional or biased re-
views that are likely to improperly undermine confidence in accurate election results, and in-
crease the risk of partisan interference in certifying results.

• Overall, in 2022 legislators have introduced 44 new bills in 20 states that promote unprofes-
sional, biased, or destabilizing reviews or “audits.” (Another five held over from 2021). Some of 
their proposals seek to implement reviews of future elections using procedures that are vague 
or subject to abuse, or that could undermine election integrity. Others hand power to call for 
unprofessional “audits” or reviews to political parties, legislators, or any voter in the state.



Partisan reviews of the 2020 election

In some states, legislatures have engaged in multiple expensive and often inaccurate “audits” 
of the 2020 election. Three states have ongoing legislature-initiated reexaminations of the 
2020 election: Pennsylvania, Texas, and Wisconsin. In addition, multiple local or county-level 
efforts to reexamine the 2020 election persist, in places such as Lycoming County, Pennsylva-
nia, and Otero County, New Mexico.36 Other states like Arizona have completed their so-called 
“audits” of the 2020 election but still are grappling with the aftermath. Finally, in 2022, eight 
states continued this trend with legislation that would require retrospective full or partial re-
views of the 2020 election that are partisan and unprofessional.37 

The false belief that the 2020 election was stolen from Donald Trump due to voter fraud, elec-
tion machine manipulation, or other irregularities has been repeatedly debunked, yet it mo-
tivates the trend of unprofessional reviews often conducted by explicitly biased personnel.38  
These current efforts to “investigate” the 2020 election offer a preview of what could happen 
in future elections if the bills we discuss were enacted. While these “audits” often produce 
findings that reaffirm the 2020 election results, they are deeply problematic. These legislative-
ly driven reviews of the 2020 election have served as vehicles for disinformation; they have 
undermined confidence in election results; they have cost large sums of taxpayer money; and 
they have taken up election administrators’ time and resources responding to overbroad doc-
ument production requests. 

In Pennsylvania, in the fall of 2021, a state Senate committee with no previous election law 
or administration experience was tasked with overseeing a review of the 2020 election. The 
committee issued a broad-ranging subpoena to the Pennsylvania Secretary of State demand-
ing sensitive and critical information related to election equipment. It also insisted that the 
secretary turn over sensitive and private information about individual voters, including the 
voting history, names, addresses, birth dates, driver’s license numbers, and partial Social Se-
curity numbers of every registered Pennsylvania voter. Some of the data is protected by fed-
eral privacy laws. The committee did not indicate how it intended to process and analyze the 
extraordinary amount of personal data it had requested or how it would ensure the data’s se-
curity.39 Observers warned that the lack of clear goals coupled with the extraordinary scope of 
data requested suggested the review was designed more for harassment than for conducting an 
accurate evaluation.40 In November 2021, the committee announced it would pay more than a 
quarter of a million dollars to a recently formed company called Envoy Sage to assist it in con-
ducting the review. That company had no experience in election administration and is run by a 
man who wrote an article in late 2020 comparing acts of the Democratic Party to the tactics of 
Nazis and the Khmer Rouge.41 Multiple parties have sued to stop the committee’s efforts and its 
efforts have stalled as the courts have considered the validity of the subpoena.42

In Texas, the legislature passed a law in 2021 requiring the secretary of state to audit four 
randomly selected counties every two years and reallocated $4 million from the Department of 
Criminal Justice’s budget to finance the audits.43 Before the law went into effect, but while for-
mer President Trump was publicly pressing for its enactment, the secretary of state announced 
he was conducting a full “forensic audit” of the 2020 election, targeting four urban counties, 
Collin, Dallas, Harris, and Tarrant, without explaining why. The “forensic audit” was set to be 
conducted in a matter of weeks, and the secretary of state had no established standards 
or audit procedures in place when he announced his plans.44 The first phase of 
that review was released on New Year’s Eve 2021. While it revealed mini-
mal problems, the hyperpartisan environment in which it was initiated 
combined with the conspiracy theories it played into are cause for 
concern.45 The second phase is currently underway.

In Pennsylvania, in the fall of 2021,

a state Senate committee with no

previous election law or administration

experience was tasked with overseeing

a review of the 2020 election.
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In the summer of 2021, the speaker of the Wisconsin Assembly, 
Robin Vos, announced that he had hired Michael Gableman, a for-
mer justice of the Wisconsin Supreme Court, as special counsel 
to conduct an “investigation” of the 2020 election. Vos allocated 
$676,000 for the task.46  

In the months that have followed, the Gableman-led “investiga-
tion” has become a case study in many of the dangers posed by 
unprofessional, partisan reviews of elections. It has failed to meet 
every metric for professional audits endorsed by Republican and 
Democratic election administrators. In the process, it has spread 
disinformation, undermined voter trust in election integrity, and 
fueled an environment where election officials are threatened 
and conspiracy theories flourish.47 

The Gableman “investigation” has not adopted transparent or 
comprehensive procedures, nor has it articulated its scope.48 The 
investigating team has issued legislative subpoenas to the Wis-
consin Election Commission and five Wisconsin cities, as well as 
other groups and individuals. Some recipients have questioned 
the validity of those subpoenas, arguing they exceed the legisla-
ture’s authority, and Gableman has retracted many of them after 
receiving pushback.49 Gableman has said that he has issued hun-
dreds of subpoenas, and one member of the Wisconsin Assembly 
published 86 of them.50 The subpoenas have sought an extremely 
wide range of material—much of which was already produced in 
response to open records requests—posing a significant burden 
on subjects of the subpoenas. For example, in one subpoena, 
Gableman’s office targeted an immigrant and Latino civil rights 
organization based in Milwaukee. The subpoena asked the group 
to produce every communication it had engaged in regarding the 
2020 election. When the group pushed back in litigation, Gable-

man withdrew the subpoena.51 Another batch 
of subpoenas focused on election equipment 
has asked for, among other things, copies of 
all of the election project files used by the two 
major election equipment vendors in Wisconsin in 2020 which 
contain highly sensitive data, and which would not normally be 
reviewed in a professional audit.52 The Wisconsin Elections Com-
mission has stated publicly that based on his report, Gableman 
does not understand the technology used to run elections.53

In addition, Gableman himself has engaged in partisan behavior 
and conduct that is not appropriate for an official who is investi-
gating an election. He has publicly called for the 2020 election to 
be “decertified,” and before he began his role as special counsel 
he concluded that the election had been stolen.54  Since he was 
appointed to his post, Gableman has also been criticized for en-
gaging in overtly partisan activities, including attending Republi-
can party conferences and flying to Mar-a-Lago to attend a party 
with former President Trump.55 

Gableman himself has advertised his lack of expertise in relevant 
election law and procedures. Shortly after he was hired, he indi-
cated he knew very little about election law. “Most people, myself 
included, do not have a comprehensive understanding or even 
any understanding of how elections work,” Gableman told the 
city council of one of the cities he had subpoenaed.56

Meanwhile, the Gableman investigation has also failed to act 
transparently, ignoring a core tenet of professional audits. His 
office recently revealed it had been deleting records contrary 
to state law.57 And the state legislator who hired him was found 
in contempt of court for failing to disclose records related to 
the investigation.58

A dangerous ‘investigation’ in Wisconsin

“...the Gableman-led ‘investigation’ has become 
a case study in many of the dangers posed by 
unprofessional, partisan reviews of elections. 

… In the process, it has spread disinformation, 
undermined voter trust in election integrity, and 

fueled an environment where election officials 
are threatened and conspiracy theories flourish.”

SPOTLIGHT
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The states that have completed their 2020 election reviews are 
still dealing with the aftermath. For example, in 2021, the Ari-
zona state senate hired an unqualified firm called Cyber Ninjas 
run by a biased CEO to conduct an “audit” of the election results 
from Maricopa County. Although the Cyber Ninjas’ activities un-
leashed a torrent of litigation and negative press coverage, the 
state senate has continued to press for more investigations, re-
cently issuing a new subpoena to Maricopa County.59 Arizona’s 
chaotic review of the 2020 election was a prime example of how 
unprofessional reviews create election integrity problems rather 
than resolving them, as we detailed in our 2021 Report. Mean-
while, the Arizona Attorney General’s office recently issued a 
report based on its review of the Cyber Ninjas’ findings, which 
concluded that the 2020 results were accurate but nevertheless 
set off a new wave of doubts when it also opined that there were 
“questions” about that election.60

Audit-related legislative proposals

To date, 44 “audit” bills in 20 states have been introduced in the 
2022 legislative cycle, with many laying the groundwork for fu-
ture unprofessional or partisan “audits” or reviews of upcoming 
election cycles.

Poorly designed and implemented election reviews that stray 
from best practices can sow confusion and foster distrust of our 
democratic systems. While risk-limiting audits and professional 
pre- and post-election audits play a vital role in protecting and 
verifying the integrity of our election systems and voting pro-
cedures, many of the “audit” bills introduced this year lack the 
safeguards recommended by the National Association of Secre-
taries of State.61 Without those guardrails in place, the “audits” 
they would establish likely would become mechanisms for fo-
menting public distrust of election administrators and outcomes 
and spreading conspiracy theories about standard election proce-
dures. Some proposals directly facilitate subversion by empower-
ing baseless or frivolous reviews that could derail certification of 
election results. All told, these bills increase the risk of an elec-
tion crisis and election subversion. 

One set of bills we identified would allow citizens to directly ini-
tiate questionable review proceedings and thereby change or de-
lay a state’s certification of election results, potentially enabling 
election subversion.62 For example, Missouri SB 695 allows any 
registered voter to request an election review that would include 
a recount of all votes and an examination of the voting equip-
ment. The bill would also delay election certification while the 
recount and examination are pending, raising the specter that 
a single resident could hold up statewide election results.63 Vir-
ginia SB 605 allows a “forensic audit” request to proceed if 1,000 
residents sign a petition.64 The results are then presented to a 
jury composed of randomly selected residents of the county, who 
have the power to declare the validity or invalidity of the election 
based on their analysis of the findings. There is no requirement 
that these jury members, who would be given the power to de-
clare election results invalid, have experience in election admin-
istration or post-election professional audits.

Another cluster of bills would authorize legislatures or other 
partisan actors to institute unprofessional or improper “audits.” 
For example, Arizona HB 2596 would give the legislature itself 
the power to “audit” any election without providing specifics on 
how it would proceed or what criteria it would use.65 The Arizo-

na legislature does not have the necessary technical expertise 
or qualified personnel to conduct any professional audit itself, 
which is why, before 2020, legislatures did not attempt to do so 
(in any state). This proposal was drafted on the heels of the leg-
islature’s recent widely criticized partisan review conducted by 
the Cyber Ninjas firm.66 As was extensively reported, the Cyber 
Ninjas firm was not qualified to conduct an official election audit 
and did not follow proper procedures, which resulted in ballots 
being destroyed and its results being widely debunked as mis-
leading or false.67 The firm ultimately collapsed and laid off all of 
its employees after it finished its work in Arizona.68 As another 
example, Missouri HB 1483 would establish an “Election Integrity 
Committee” composed of members of the legislature that would 
randomly audit two precincts and conduct a comprehensive risk 
assessment—potentially using an outside entity—without requir-
ing recommended pre-written, comprehensive audit stand ards to 
be followed.69 Similarly, Oklahoma HB 3282 would create a joint 
legislative audit committee that would in turn appoint a 20-mem-
ber “Election Integrity Committee” to randomly review election 
results, but with no requirement that any of these 20 individuals 
have experience in election administration or post-election, pro-
fessional audits.70 

Many state bills would require a “forensic audit” of election re-
sults, a vague term that does not have an established or recog-
nized meaning among election experts and official auditors.71 By 
inserting a standardless term into state statute about a highly 
technical election procedure, these bills can lead to review pro-
cesses that lack discernable, replicable methodology and public 
transparency. They risk causing confusion in relation to states’ 
official post-election processes and therefore enable subversion.72 
Minnesota HB 3235, SB 3141, and SB 4290 would allow the chair 
of either of the state’s two largest political parties to request a 
“forensic audit” conducted by an outside organization select-
ed by the secretary of state in consultation with the requesting 
political party chair. These bills also fail to delineate the review 
criteria or procedures to be followed and risk unleashing parti-
san rather than professional reviews.73 Tennessee HB 1883 and 
SB 1865 would require “forensic audits” of at least five counties 
and three voting machines but without specifying the criteria.74 
Wisconsin AB 1003 and SB 936 would enshrine into statute the 
false claim that certain jurisdictions–namely, jurisdictions that 
are more urban, more racially diverse, and more likely histori-
cally to vote for Democratic candidates—are more likely to com-
mit voter fraud by singling out Madison and Milwaukee to have 
a disproportionate number of their electronic voting machines 
subject to a performance audit, compared with other jurisdictions 
in the state.75

Another category of audit-related bills would create post-election 
reviews with timelines that likely are too tight to be feasible and 
which therefore could lead to an election crisis that could enable 
election subversion. For example, Illinois H 4748 mandates that 
on election night, every election authority audits a random sam-
ple of 10 percent of cast votes.76 Then, within 72 hours after polls 
close, a contracted public accounting firm must produce an initial 
results report examining whether the 10 percent audit followed 
proper procedures, whether each voter’s choices were accurately 
summarized in the vote tally, and whether the central tabulation 
procedures, equipment, and software functioned properly and 
produced an accurate tally. 
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In 2022, 17 state legislatures have considered bills that would 
shift some election administration responsibilities to the control 
of the legislatures. Historically, the role of a state legislature in 
running elections is circumscribed: While the specifics vary by 
state, typically legislatures establish broad rules, leaving the de-
tails of election administration to be implemented by profession-
als within the executive branch. This reflects the distinct roles 
of executive branch officials and legislators, stemming from both 
separation of powers principles and different core competencies; 
legislatures are not usually equipped with the technical expertise 
or capacity to administer elections. 

However, since the 2020 election, legislatures have engaged in ef-
forts to transfer power from professional election administrators 
within the executive branch to partisan legislatures. This hap-
pens directly, through legislatures exercising more control over 
elections themselves, as discussed in this section, and indirectly, 
through legislatures creating hyper-specific and often unwork-
able requirements for election administration officials to imple-
ment, as discussed in the next section. 

Altering the balance of power between the legislative and exec-
utive branches increases the risk of partisan election manipula-
tion. For example, when the legislature gives itself more power to 
appoint election officials, it gains control over election adminis-
tration. Depending on the specific responsibilities of the appoint-
ed official, that might include counting and certification of votes. 

The traditional allocation of power also allows election admin-
istrators to respond to changing circumstances and exigen-
cies, such as natural disasters, power outages, or, in 2020, the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Legislation that restricts the ability of state 
and local election administrators to respond flexibly to exigent 
circumstances could lead to confusion or chaos or otherwise 
threaten the smooth functioning of elections, which might delay 
the certification of the election or otherwise provide a pretext for 
subverting the results.

Since 2020, several trends have emerged in how legislatures are 
considering shifting power from executive branch officials to the 
legislative branch. 

One set of proposals would strip executive branch officials of the 
discretion that they have historically had to interpret relevant 
election statutes and procedures or would give legislatures great-
er power over administrative rules and regulations for elections. 
This appears to be a reaction to legislators’ unhappiness with 

how that discretion was used in 2020, 
based on the belief that election admin-
istrators’ decisions—for example to facili-
tate ballot curing or allow the use of ballot 
drop boxes—swung the election against 
the legislators’ preferred candidates.77 The 
ability to promulgate election regulations 
and advisory opinions has historically pro-
moted consistency in a decentralized election 
system, in addition to allowing for procedures to be 
adjusted to cope with changing circumstances. Without 
that power, the risk of uncertainty, inconsistency and even an 
election crisis would increase. 

In Kansas, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin, multiple proposals 
would allow their legislatures to revoke any election rule or reg-
ulation they disagree with.78 Arizona SB 1285 switches direct ap-
proval power over the state’s Election Procedures Manual—which 
provides detailed instructions on how elections should be con-
ducted to every voting jurisdiction in the state—from the sec-
retary of state to the legislative council and attorney general.79 
Meanwhile, Louisiana’s HB 359, Mississippi’s SB 2574, and Wis-
consin’s SB 941 and AB 996 mandate new legislative involvement 
in how state election officials respond to federal election direc-
tives and guidance and/or how federal election funding reaches 
their offices, potentially setting up clashes between federal and 
state governments.80 Finally, some legislative efforts to take con-
trol of election administration have extended to litigation as well. 
For example, Kansas SB 418 and Tennessee HB 2483 both require 
state legislators to be consulted or give their approval before 
election lawsuits can be resolved.81 These changes can contribute 
to election subversion if state legislators are able to substitute 
their perspectives for the legal and subject matter expertise of the 
state’s top legal officers and election administrators. This could 
also lead to critical delays in resolving disputes about procedures 
for upcoming elections, which could lead to disenfranchisement 
or voter confusion.

Seizing power over election 
responsibilities

• In at least 12 states, legislators have proposed or passed 38 measures that would 
remove or sharply curtail powers now assigned to professional election administra-
tors. These proposals would alter the balance of power between branches of state 
government in ways that would make it easier to undermine free and fair elections. 
(Thirteen bills from 2021 were also under consideration in five additional states this 
year).

• Georgia’s SB 202, the earliest enacted legislation to fall into this category, demonstrates 
the unpredictable and still worrisome ways this trend is panning out.
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Georgia counties that 
made changes in 2021

Fulton County

The State Elections Board has used its new 
authority to remove local election officials 
only in an area of Georgia that typically 
votes for Democrats and has a significant 
population of voters of color. Fulton Coun-
ty, which includes most of Atlanta, was the 
Board’s first investigative target.

One of the earliest bills that captured national attention by increasing the risk 
of election subversion was Georgia’s SB 202, which was enacted in 2021.82 That 
legislation included many voter suppression provisions, some of which are cur-
rently being challenged by lawsuits.83 It also contained elements that our first Report identified 
as increasing the risk of election subversion: It increased the power of the legislature to oversee 
elections, and it threatened the independence of election administrators statewide.

In the year since it was enacted, its impact continues to ripple throughout the state.

SB 202 was enacted in the aftermath of Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger’s public resis-
tance to calls from President Trump and state legislators to “reverse” the 2020 presidential 
election results, although there was no legal mechanism for him to do so. The measure seemed 
crafted to retaliate against Raffensperger.84 It stripped him of his role as chair of the State Elec-
tions Board, replacing him with the legislature’s selection, and then further empowered that 
Board (now under legislative control) to investigate and replace local election officials. 

A year after removing Raffensperger as chair, the legislature thus far has created dysfunction 
by abdicating the very responsibility it bestowed on itself in SB 202 to appoint his replacement. 
Following Raffensperger’s removal in the spring of 2021, the Board’s vice chair stepped into the 
role on an interim basis. But because the governor failed to fill that role while the legislature 
was out of session and the General Assembly also failed to do so during its 2022 legislative 
session (which concluded on April 4), the elections board members have selected an acting 
chair.85 The legislature is, of course, able to select a chair of the board when it reconvenes next 
year—who will now have time to prepare for the 2024 election.

Meanwhile, the State Elections Board has used its new authority to remove local election 
officials only in an area of Georgia that typically votes for Democrats and has a significant 
population of voters of color. Fulton County, which includes most of Atlanta, was the Board’s 
first investigative target. In summer 2021, State Senator Butch Miller and approximately two 
dozen other Republican state senators sent a letter to the Board requesting an investigation of 
that county’s election administrators.86 The Board appointed a bipartisan investigation panel, 
which is expected to release its conclusions in May 2022.87 Since the initial request for inquiry 
was submitted, the Georgia Republican Party has nominated Dr. Janice Johnston, who has in-
correctly claimed that Fulton County used “falsified tally sheets” in the 2020 election, to the 
State Elections Board.88 Once the panel completes its review, the board can remove existing 
election officials and appoint a temporary election superintendent if at least three members 
find sufficient deficiencies. This temporary appointee would then assume control over all of the 
county’s local election responsibilities, including certifying elections and making personnel 
decisions. 

Separate from SB 202, last year, the Georgia legislature also enacted county-specific legislation 
that materially reshaped other counties’ election boards.89 In eight rural counties, some with 
significant Black populations, the legislature restructured their election boards with a distinct-
ly partisan tilt.90 In Troup, Morgan, and Stephens counties, the legislature altered the way some 
or all election board members are appointed, shifting the board composition from being split 
between appointments made by the Democratic and Republican parties to instead being con-
trolled entirely by county commissions, all of which are currently controlled by Republicans.91 
The legislature also enacted a bill specific to Carroll County that added two new election board 
seats, with appointment power given to the board of commissioners.92 In Floyd, Lincoln, and 
Pickens counties, the state legislature abolished the existing election boards and then reconsti-
tuted them with new members, all of whom were Republican.93 In Spalding County, the parties 
still choose two members each, but the fifth member is now chosen by local judges instead of 
the previous method of a coin flip.94 

Changes in county board compositions have brought swift changes to election rules in those 
counties. When the new Republican appointee joined the Spalding board,95 he cast the deciding 
vote to end Sunday voting in the county, which disproportionately affects Black voters.96 In Lin-
coln County, the new board considered consolidating its seven precincts into one voting center. 
This proposal was ultimately rejected after months of protests and petition drives objecting to 
the travel impact for voters living in remote areas.97
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One of the most common categories of 2022 bills that raise the 
risk of election subversion are those that restrict the ability of 
local and state election officials to use their expertise to manage 
elections and otherwise make elections much more difficult to 
administer. It is generally appropriate for legislatures to set the 
rules for an election in advance, but a wave of legislation would 
impose new, often unworkable burdens on local election admin-
istrators in ways that would fundamentally alter basic, routine 
election procedures. This deep level of legislative interest in the 
minutiae of election administration is not necessarily informed 
by an understanding of how the new burdens will practically 
impact elections. These measures increase the risk of election 
subversion by increasing the likelihood that once-efficient basic 
election functions will become chaotic or suffer excessive delays, 
opening a window to specious claims of fraud or irregularities. 

In the modern era, nonpartisan local control over elections has 
been a quintessential feature of American democracy. Local elec-
tion officials, who are often nonpartisan experts, supervise staff 
and manage the nuts and bolts of elections. They are expected to 
be experts.98 Specific training and responsibilities vary by state 
and type of election (local, county, or statewide), but election of-
ficials are typically provided with a framework for how to struc-
ture elections by the state legislature and then are responsible for 
executing safe and secure elections within it. The reliance by leg-
islatures on local administrators is vital in a country as large and 
diverse as the United States. In the 2018 midterm elections, more 
than 600,000 poll workers and many more volunteers staffed and 
ran more than 200,000 polling locations.99 Designing and imple-
menting such a vast and complex operation requires tremendous 
dedication and expertise on a granular level.100 In addition to the 
detailed, local knowledge required for running local polling plac-
es, tasks like voter roll maintenance require technical expertise 
and significant staff time, which dedicated election administra-
tion offices typically have and state legislators’ offices typically 
do not.

Local control that vests discretion to implement 
the appropriate procedures allows appropriate and 
flexible responses to the myriad specific challenges a 
city or county may face. Local control is neither a hard and fast 
rule nor a foolproof system—incompetence or misconduct can 
occur at any level of government. Local expertise and operational 
control mitigates the risk that any single person or group of peo-
ple could systematically affect the election results and increases 
the likelihood that decisions are being made by people with ap-
propriate accountability.

Bills that are part of this trend take several forms. One involves 
states requiring that ballots be counted by hand in response to 
false conspiracy theories about ballot tabulating machines alter-
ing votes. An especially concerning trend is bills limiting local 
poll workers’ and election administrators’ ability to ensure a safe 
environment at in-person polling places for themselves and for 
voters to cast their ballots. Another common category of legis-
lation is bills that would restrict states’ and localities’ ability to 
accept private funding to support election administration.

Yet another trend is legislatures imposing excessively detailed 
requirements for voter registration database management. While 
setting standards for how to maintain voter rolls is an appropri-
ate task for a legislature, this level of hyper-specific requirements 
makes routine voter roll maintenance unworkable and raises the 
prospect that minor list maintenance errors could be used as a 
basis to question the eligibility of mass numbers of voters. For 
example, Rhode Island is considering a bill that would require 
realtors and property managers of residential properties to doc-
ument buyers and tenants to local election officials.101 Wisconsin 
is considering two bills that would require the Wisconsin Election 
Commission to give daily access to the voter registration data-
base to three separate executive branch departments, greatly in-
creasing the opportunities for error, misuse, and the administra-
tive burden on multiple agencies.102

Creating unworkable burdens 
in election administration

• In 2022, state legislatures have introduced or considered 114 bills across 32 states 
that increase the risk of election subversion by adding new unworkable requirements 
to routine election administration functions. (Ninety-three bills were introduced this 
year alone). These requirements will make it more difficult to safely and effectively ad-
minister elections, and may cause chaos and delay or otherwise make it easier to sow 
doubt about election results.

• Many states have introduced bills requiring all ballots to be hand counted, which is not 
feasible and would dramatically increase the error rate and the risk of subversion.

• A particularly concerning trend in legislative micromanagement is bills forbidding local elec-
tion officials from responding to partisan poll watchers who interfere with or intimidate voters 
or officials.

• The most common form of legislative interference with election administration is bills banning 
private funding of elections. Because election administration is chronically underfunded, 
these bills could severely limit the ability of state and local election officials to secure funding 
essential to the safe and secure administration of the election. 
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Many bills incorporate multiple elements of the trends above, 
imposing unworkable burdens on multiple aspects of election 
administration. In response to sweeping election administration 
bills introduced in Texas during the 2021 legislative session, lo-
cal Texas election administrators warned that the rules amount 
to “micromanagement” that would hinder safe and effective 
election administration.103 The former Republican Secretary of 
State for Kentucky observed: “The [Texas] bill also micro-manag-
es local election administrators . . . . These inflexible rules hamper 
the ability of local election administrators to meet the needs of 
their voters.”104

Bills exemplifying these trends are detailed below.

Ballot hand-counting requirements

A particularly dangerous type of overreach concerns legisla-
tion that requires all ballots to be counted by hand. At least six 
states—Arizona, Colorado, Missouri, New Hampshire, Washing-
ton, and West Virginia—are considering legislation that would 
require all ballots to be hand counted.105 These bills seem to be 
driven by false conspiracy theories that voting machines and vote 
counting machines in 2020 were rigged to steal the election from 
Donald Trump.106 There is no evidence of widespread voter fraud 
during the 2020 election, nor that any voting machine or tabulat-
ing machine contributed to any fraud.107

Requiring hand-counting of ballots is deeply impractical—and 
because it would create chaos, delay, and dramatically increase 
errors, it would create opportunities for subversion. Hand-count-
ing all ballots would inevitably introduce significant delays. De-
pending on the size of a jurisdiction, experts worry that it would 
require several weeks or more to complete an initial count, and 
it would also impose enormous personnel demands.108 It would 
also be likely to inject untold, inadvertent human errors into the 
counting, creating uncertainty and confusion that could be ex-
ploited by bad actors.109 And if the delay is substantial enough, it 
could even cause jurisdictions to miss critical deadlines for the 
counting of ballots and certification of the election, providing a 
window of opportunity for state legislators or other actors to try 
to overturn the will of the voters. 

The requirement that an initial count be conducted by hand is 
far more concerning than current practice, where many states 
routinely conduct targeted hand-count audits before or after 
elections to confirm the accuracy of voting machines and vote 
tabulating machines.110 These and other targeted hand counts 
(including hand recounts) are common and appropriate when 
there is a very close vote count in a specific jurisdiction or when 
there is a reason to examine a particular set of ballots by hand.111 
In contrast, a law requiring that millions of ballots involving mul-
tiple races be hand counted statewide opens the door to chaos 
and claims of an invalid election. 

Limiting election administrators’ ability to ensure 
safe in-person voting

Another trend involves limitations on local election officials’ 
ability to ensure that poll watchers and partisan observers do not 
interfere with election officials or voters, including by intimida-
tion.112 In addition to undermining the safety of election workers 
and voters, these bills could allow bad actors to feed conspiracy 
theories and create the kind of confusion, chaos, and delays that 
could be used as a pretext for subversion.

In general, observers and poll watchers, whether nonpartisan or 
affiliated with a political party, are common and appropriate at 
in-person polling places.113 They can ensure that election pro-
cedures are followed, report problems to voting rights hotlines, 
and improve confidence in elections.114 Typically, their conduct 
is restricted to ensure that they do not interfere with or intim-
idate voters or otherwise hinder election administrators as they 
do their jobs to ensure a safe and secure voting environment. 
Local election administrators are usually empowered to resolve 
problems at in-person voting locations—including by requiring 
observers to stop certain behaviors, restricting their movement, 
or ejecting misbehaving observers.115 The discretion to make on-
the-ground decisions responsive to the specific issues at a given 
polling place has traditionally been vested with local election of-
ficials.

Indeed, in 2020, observers in multiple states were reported to 
have intimidated voters or disrupted poll workers. For example, 
the Texas Civil Rights Project has documented multiple incidents 
of voters in Texas reporting being intimidated by poll watchers 
who were coming too close during the voting process.116 In De-
troit, Michigan, at least two poll challengers were removed from 
vote-counting facilities for causing “commotion” and/or violat-
ing COVID-19 safety precautions.117 The interruption eventually 
led the facility to briefly bar any further poll challengers from en-
tering the facility.118

A trend that surged in 2021 that has continued into 2022 has been 
to propose and often pass laws that strip local election officials 
of their discretion to respond to observers who are disruptive 
and intimidating or interfering with voters.119 Some of these bills 
passed into law in 2021.120 They not only increase the risk of voter 
intimidation, but they also escalate the risk of election subver-
sion. Because they increase the chance that basic precinct-level 
election administration can be disrupted or delayed, these pro-
posals create openings for partisan actors to claim irregularities 
and use that as a pretext to subvert the election.121 

“At least six states are

considering legislation that

would require all ballots

to be hand counted.”
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Oklahoma HB 3680 and HB 3677

Oklahoma law permits “Any candidate or any recognized political party” to 
have a poll watcher “present at any place where an official count is being conduct-
ed.”122 The poll watcher must be credentialed in advance and swear an oath to observe all rele-
vant laws and rules. This is typical of multiple states’ approaches.

Oklahoma HB 3680 and HB 3677, however, makes it a felony for “any person who illegally re-
moves, obstructs the view, or otherwise restricts the free movement” of a poll watcher.123 This 
legislation does not define what constitutes illegally removing a poll watcher, obstructing the 
view of a poll watcher, or otherwise restricting the free movement of a poll watcher. It therefore 
opens poll workers and election administrators to felony charges for routine management of 
the polling place. Poll watchers themselves are obligated to follow relevant laws and rules—
including laws about where they may stand, how close they may stand, and not intimidating 
voters—but poll workers, who are likely to be better trained in those laws and rules, risk prose-
cution for giving routine instructions to poll watchers in the polling places.

SPOTLIGHT

Bans on alternative sources of funding

One widespread trend in 2022 is legislation banning state and local jurisdictions from accept-
ing private funding to support election administration. State and local election administra-
tors have long faced tight budgets for election administration, and election officials often rely 
on other sources of funding to supplement their budgets in order to ensure safe and secure 
elections.124 During the 2020 election, election administrators faced a budget crisis when the 
COVID-19 pandemic required costly efforts to ensure voter and poll worker safety, such as pro-
curing personal protective equipment for poll workers, installing plexiglass barriers, or buying 
additional sorting machines to process an unprecedented increase in mail in ballots. 

During the 2020 election, more than 2,500 election departments in 49 states received close to 
a total of $500 million in private grants, largely from a nonpartisan non-profit, the Center for 
Tech and Civic Life, which used funds donated by Mark Zuckerberg, the founder of Facebook.125 
Other private entities and individuals provided election funds as well, including the Center 
for Election Innovation and Research, whose grants were also funded by Zuckerberg and for-
mer Republican Governor of California Arnold Schwarzenegger.126 Democratic and Republican 
jurisdictions, including in almost every state, all obtained grants.127 According to the Center 
for Tech and Civic Life, every jurisdiction that sought a grant received one.128 The funds were 
administered in a nonpartisan manner with no inappropriate strings attached. One analysis by 
a news outlet after the election confirmed that the funds did not affect which voters turned out 
for the election.129

While the overall amount of money distributed by these private entities was significant, it was 
not enough to cover the cost of one of the most challenging and expensive elections in Amer-
ican history. The Brennan Center estimated the costs of adapting election procedures for the 
COVID-19 pandemic to be $2-to-$4 billion.130 Overall, the need for private grants to fund public 
elections is a reflection of a failure of the federal and state governments to adequately fund 
election infrastructure. 

However, these private grants, particularly those from the Center for Tech and Civic Life, became 
the center of false conspiracy theories that they were an attempt to skew the election in favor 
of Joe Biden.131 As a result, during the 2022 legislative cycle, at least 61 bills in 28 states—12 of 
which have already been adopted—would prohibit states or local jurisdictions from accepting 
private funds.132 One bill pending in Alaska even goes so far as to ban the state from accepting 
federal funding for elections.133 Leaving Alaska’s example aside, banning private grants will 
have the effect of undermining effective election administration in these states and localities 
by depriving them of necessary funding. The states that banned private funds typically have 
not made a corresponding effort to ensure that there is sufficient public funding available for 
election administration.  See Chart 3.
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CHART 3

Limiting local resources to run elections

STATE BILL NUMBER STATUS

ALABAMA HB 194, HB 41, HB 74 HB 194 enacted

ALASKA HB 286, HB 368, 
SB 167

Pending

FLORIDA HB 7061, SB 524 SB 524 enacted

GEORGIA HB 1402, HB 1464 Pending

INDIANA HB 1173, SB 134 SB 134 enacted

IOWA HB 2526, SB 2343 Pending

KANSAS SB 293 Pending

KENTUCKY HB 153, HB 301 HB 301 enacted

LOUISIANA HB 811 Pending

MICHIGAN HB 5167, HB 5186, HB 5253, SB 284 Pending

MINNESOTA HB 2732, HB 3505, SB 3333 Pending

MISSISSIPPI HB 1126, HB 1365, SB 2296, SB 2413,
SB 2473

HB 1365 enacted

MISSOURI HB 1483, HB 2389, HB 2577, HB 2630, 
SB 1065, SB 668, SB 738, SB 695

Pending

NEBRASKA LB 858 Pending

NEW JERSEY SB 2274 Pending

NEW YORK AN 4158 Pending

NORTH
CAROLINA

HB 766, SB 731 Pending

OKLAHOMA HB 3046 Enacted

PENNSYLVANIA HB 1596, HB 2044 Pending

RHODE ISLAND HB 7830 Pending

SOUTH
CAROLINA

HB 3877 Pending

SOUTH
DAKOTA

SB 122 Enacted

TENNESSEE HB 1276, HB 966 Pending

UTAH HB 313, SB 219 SB 219 enacted

VIRGINIA HB 1101, SB 80 SB 80 enacted 

WEST
VIRGINIA

HB 4097 Enacted

WISCONSIN A 1004, AJR 134, SB 207, SJR 101 WI SJR 101 adopted

WYOMING SB 79 Failed

Chart 3: analyzes select bills in A Democracy Crisis in the Making
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Florida SB 524

In May 2021, Florida’s SB 90 banned private funding of election administration (among 
many other provisions) directly in response to conspiracy theories and backlash to the 
grants from the Center for Tech and Civic Life during the 2020 election.134 In 2022, Flor-
ida legislators went one step further in an effort to restrict how local administrators can 
cover their costs. Florida SB 524, which was enacted into law on April 25, 2022, extended the 
ban to include any private donations to cover litigation expenses related to election adminis-
tration.135 This means that local jurisdictions that face frivolous lawsuits could not accept any 
grants to defray legal costs and could therefore be unable to mount effective defenses of their 
decisions. This prohibition could leave local election administrators vulnerable to harassing or 
baseless lawsuits that could undermine confidence in their election results.136 As discussed in 
our next section, below, the addition of unworkable administrative burdens and elimination of 
the possibility of assistance with legal bills, puts election administrators in a bind.

SPOTLIGHT

Beyond simply banning private funds, in 2022, several states have gone one step further, pro-
posing bills that would make accepting private funds a crime.137 For example, Kentucky HB 301 
would make it a felony to accept any private funding or in-kind contribution other than food 
and non-alcoholic beverages. 

In April 2022, Zuckerberg announced that the nearly half-billion dollars that he donated was a 
one-time response to the emergency of the Covid-19 pandemic in 2020.138 The Center for Tech 
and Civic Life has announced that it would continue to support local election administration 
through other initiatives, but at a smaller level.139 Were wealthy individuals or partisan actors 
able to exert influence over election administration through private funding, that too would 
present a threat to the fair functioning of elections, but there is no evidence that has occurred 
in the case of philanthropic efforts associated with Zuckerberg, Schwarzenegger, or elsewhere. 
There is, however, incontrovertible evidence that philanthropic efforts narrowed—but did not 
close—a crucial gap in local jurisdictions’ capacity to carry out an election during a pandemic. 
With election infrastructure chronically underfunded, how states and local jurisdictions obtain 
the resources they need to effectively operate elections—and whether they can receive grants 
from private sources—remains an active issue. 
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Dozens of bills introduced this year would impose new criminal 
or civil penalties on the election officials who administer elec-
tions. These officials are generally nonpartisan civil servants. 
These bills undermine the public trust in our elections and have 
the potential to disrupt free and fair elections. Of course, not ev-
ery bill that creates criminal or civil liability for violations of elec-
tion law lays the groundwork for election subversion—account-
ability for illegal behavior like voter intimidation or tampering 
with election equipment is proper. 

The bills we include in our list are troubling in three specific 
ways.140 The first group of bills imposes vague criminal or civil 
liability, ripe for abuse by ideological actors and conspiracy the-
orists. The second group dramatically and needlessly escalates 
the enforcement of election laws, for example by creating a new 
enforcement agency or by severely enhancing the penalties for 
infractions. And the third group of bills would create new crim-
inal liability for actions that election officials routinely take to 
help voters vote. 

We address each category in turn.

Vague and sweeping bills that would make 
election officials vulnerable to prosecution or 
litigation for poorly defined offenses or mistakes

Bills in this category threaten severe consequences—imprison-
ment, fines, and loss of employment—for poorly defined offenses. 
Their lack of clarity invites costly, time-consuming, and high-
stakes criminal prosecutions and civil legal challenges involving 
state and local election officials. For example, Arizona SB 1574 
would require election officials to document “voting irregulari-
ties” and report those irregularities to legislative leaders and the 
secretary of state.141 The bill does not define “voting irregulari-
ties.”142 Yet officials who fail to report them may face misdemean-
or criminal charges. In Minnesota, several proposals would make 
it a felony to threaten, coerce, or use “undue influence” to compel 
a person to register to vote or to apply for an absentee ballot.143 
These bills could easily create an environment where an election 
official who advertises the availability and ease of voter registra-
tion and absentee voting could be accused of violating the stat-
ute. Two Oklahoma bills, discussed above, would make it a felony 
for an election official to illegally remove a poll watcher, limit 

their movements, or obstruct their view.144 
Such a broad and subjective prohibition 
opens the door for a poll watcher to intim-
idate staff and voters, safe in the knowledge 
that any official who asks the poll watcher to 
leave risks prosecution. 

These and similar bills could paralyze election admin-
istration in communities across the country. Many election 
officials are regular community members working to admin-
ister elections on a volunteer or part-time basis. By creating a 
well-founded fear of new criminal or civil penalties for any mis-
step, these bills could dissuade people from continuing to serve 
as election officials.145 Even for full-time government employees 
and officials who administer elections in larger communities, 
there will be negative consequences. The chilling effect on our 
municipalities could be significant. When officials believe they 
cannot perform the basic functions of administering elections 
without risking harsh legal penalties, our system will become 
paralyzed and unable to react to changing circumstances. Offi-
cials who fear that an attempt to solve a practical problem facing 
a voter or poll worker could lead to criminal prosecution and per-
sonal liability will be unable to function effectively.

Instead, these bills create an incentive for bad actors to race to 
court for rulings on trivial or amorphous issues, including what 
counts as a “voting irregularity.” Prosecutors will have new, 
powerful tools to prosecute the officials who oversaw elections 
in counties where a political opponent won. This is not a hypo-
thetical concern. In Arizona, Republican Attorney General Mark 
Brnovich has urged a county prosecutor to investigate whether 
Democratic Secretary of State Katie Hobbs committed the mis-
demeanor of failing to perform a duty under election law, simply 
because she briefly shut down an election-related website so that 
its maps could be updated to reflect recent redistricting.146 On the 
civil side, well-funded organizations will have the incentive and 
resources to sue election officials for a wide range of actions that 
could conceivably be interpreted as violating election laws. Law-
suits like these will disrupt time-sensitive processes that need to 
function for elections to reflect the will of the people. These de-
lays could create further opportunities for election interference. 

Imposing disproportionate criminal 
or other penalties

• In 2022 in at least 18 states, lawmakers have introduced 54 bills that would do one 
or more of the following: make election officials vulnerable to criminal prosecution 
or civil litigation for poorly defined offenses or mistakes; needlessly escalate en-
forcement or punishment for existing election law offenses; or criminalize actions that 
election officials routinely take to help voters or otherwise help elections run smoothly. 
(Another 18 such bills held over from 2021 for consideration this year).

• By increasing the risk of criminal and civil liability for election officials, these bills constrict 
their ability to do their jobs effectively. 

• These bills also sow distrust in elections and election officials and help promote conspiracy 
theories about voter fraud and election management. 
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Arizona SB 1574
SPOTLIGHT

This bill proposed by Arizona Republican State Senator Kelly Townsend 
would require county election officials to “maintain a record of all voting 
irregularities that occur during early voting, emergency voting and election 
day voting.”147 The bill tells clerks to “describe the irregularity” but provides no guidance 
on what counts as an irregularity. Within 30 days after election day, the county officer must 
provide the record of the irregularities to the President of the Senate and the Speaker of the 
House of Representatives, sending a copy to the secretary of state. Any official who fails 
to follow these instructions is guilty of a Class 2 misdemeanor punishable by up to four 
months in prison.148

While reasonable people can and will disagree on what counts as a “voting irregularity,” the 
threat of criminal prosecution creates a dangerous potential for escalation. Is it “irregular” 
for a voter to forget her ID and become angry at being asked to go home and get it? Is it “ir-
regular” for an election observer to challenge a voter? How about a surprising rush of voters 
at an unusual time? Or a voter accidentally spoiling his ballot and requesting a second one? 
Clerks might not think something needs to be reported, but if an election observer disagrees 
and reports the event to the authorities, the clerk could face prosecution. More likely, coun-
ty officials will become bogged down in recording every possible perceived irregularity that 
takes place on or around election day, a time-consuming exercise nevertheless preferable 
to prosecution. 

Raising the stakes of election law enforcement

Bills in this category raise the stakes around election law violations. Instead of creating new 
offenses, these bills signal an invigorated emphasis on enforcing existing election laws with 
no evidence that additional enforcement is necessary. For example, a Mississippi bill creates 
penalties for election law violations dramatically higher than they are now, multiplying fines 
and prison time by up to ten times for each infraction—a $1000 fine becomes a $10,000 fine 
for many of these offenses.149 In Arizona and Florida, bills would create new law enforcement 
agencies for election laws.150 The Florida bill was enacted in April 2022. A New Hampshire bill 
would empower any voter to sue to remove any local election official from office for failing to 
follow election laws.151 

The unnecessary ratcheting up of election law enforcement has the potential to further un-
dermine free and fair election administration. Escalating and inflating law enforcement’s role 
in election administration feeds directly into false election conspiracy theories that tell voters 
that fraud is rampant and that elections are not secure. Extensive research has documented 
that there was no significant voter fraud in 2020.152 In addition, election officials will be put in 
the untenable position of deciding how to resolve ambiguous election laws or how to handle 
in-person challengers at the polls, all while under the threat of criminal prosecution or civil 
liability. An official might be tempted to bow to the pressure of an observer or outside group 
threatening liability or prosecution, especially if the outsiders are well-connected. Under this 
kind of regime, some election officials will face prosecution or litigation under these statutes, 
putting pressure on municipalities’ already limited time and resources, and likely leading to 
more resignations and retirements.
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Arizona SB 1027
SPOTLIGHT

This bill proposed by Arizona Republican state Senator Wendy Rogers 
would create the “Bureau of Elections,” a brand-new agency within the 
state government’s executive branch.153 The purpose of the Bureau would 
be “to investigate allegations of fraud in any state, county, or local government election.” 
Any qualified voter would be able to submit a complaint to the Bureau. To conduct its in-
vestigations, the Bureau would be given subpoena power and the authority to hold hearings. 
If its investigation reveals a “substantial likelihood” of election fraud, the Bureau would 
publicly announce that finding and refer the matter to a prosecuting agency. The bill would 
appropriate $5 million to establish the Bureau. 

Arizona already has adequate infrastructure for investigating and prosecuting election 
fraud, and it does not have a serious problem of rampant election fraud. The Arizona At-
torney General’s office has a special Election Integrity Unit, established in 2019, with a 
complaint form available to the public on its website.154 And of course, as that website 
points out, individuals who see a crime in progress can always call their local police or 
sheriff. Nor is there any evidence that election fraud is happening on a grand scale that 
requires a multimillion-dollar new state agency. The state legislature-backed Cyber Ninjas 
review of election results in Maricopa County only affirmed that President Biden won that 
county.155 Claims of voter fraud and lost votes have been thoroughly debunked.156 The only 
conceivable purpose of this bill is to promote election conspiracy theories and intimidate 
election workers.

Criminalizing day-to-day election administration

Bills in many states would create new election law crimes targeting actions that clerks rou-
tinely take to help voters properly submit ballots and otherwise smoothly run elections. When 
a bill prohibits what is otherwise routine conduct or creates unnecessary hurdles for election 
officials to overcome, it will become more difficult for those officials to administer elections ef-
ficiently and effectively. For example, lawmakers in several states have introduced bills making 
it a crime for election officials to mail absentee ballot applications unless specifically requested 
by the voter.157 An Arizona bill, AZ SB 1359, would require election officials who have access to 
electronic systems to change their passwords every two weeks or face a possible misdemeanor 
charge. Bills like these not only micromanage routine election administration, but the dramatic 
and unnecessary creation of criminal liability injects fear of prosecution into clerks’ everyday 
lives. 

Local clerks are experts in election administration and their goal is to ensure that qualified 
voters cast valid ballots. Sometimes that means clerks helping a voter properly fill out paper-
work or creating systems for efficient flow of a polling place. Criminalizing a clerk’s ability to 
problem-solve in the moment will have a chilling effect on clerks’ ability to adjust to changing 
circumstances or help a voter vote. 

What’s more, some of the bills would prohibit actions that helped officials conduct elections 
smoothly and safely during the pandemic, like accepting private funds to make up budget 
shortfalls (as discussed in the previous section of this Report) and, as mentioned above, mail-
ing absentee ballot applications to registered voters without waiting for a request. If those bills 
become law, in a future pandemic or other emergency, election officials might not have the 
resources or authority to conduct a safe election. And as with all the other bills in this section, 
as the work of election officials becomes increasingly risky, the regular people who serve as 
volunteer or part-time election clerks will become less willing to serve.
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Wisconsin Republicans have proposed several bills that would have hindered 
absentee and early voting by criminalizing routine actions that election offi-
cials take.158 Although the bills were ultimately vetoed by the state’s Democratic 
governor, Tony Evers (who is up for reelection in 2022), they illustrate the kinds of 
disproportionate penalties legislators nationwide seek to impose on election officials.

Wisconsin SB 935, introduced by Republican State Senator Kathy Bernier, would have effec-
tively ended the common-sense practice of ballot curing. (Another version of the bill was in-
troduced in the Assembly as AB 1004). The bill required absentee ballot certificates to include 
12 fields for the voter’s name and address, and if any field was left blank, the clerk would be 
compelled to reject it. Thus, a voter who provided her zip code but not her municipality would 
not have her vote counted, and the clerk could not cure the ballot by filling in the municipality. 
Election officials would be required to post a notice of the defect in the voter’s online voter 
information page and would be permitted to seek to contact the voter by other means—poten-
tially useless remedies, depending on when the absentee ballot was counted. Clerks have been 
relying on their ability to cure minor, immaterial defects in absentee ballot certificates since 
at least 2016, when the Wisconsin Election Commission issued guidance endorsing the prac-
tice. Under this bill, anyone who takes such an action to ensure a valid vote is counted, would 
be guilty of a Class C misdemeanor, subject to a fine of up to $500 and imprisonment of up to 
30 days.159 

Wisconsin SB 935 and AB 1004

SPOTLIGHT
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Subversion from beyond the statehouse

• There is an increasing trend of efforts to subvert elections by non-legislative means. 
While not the primary focus of this Report, these trends are related to legislative sub-
version efforts and deserve similar attention. 

• One increasing trend is insider threats, or threats of subversion by election officials 
themselves. Some of these threats came to pass in the 2020 election, although they 
did not affect any outcomes. 

• One trend is law enforcement intimidating election officials. 

• Another trend is attempts to intimidate election bodies or state courts to reverse 
course on election decisions or decisions that protect voting rights. 

One increasing trend is efforts by non-legislative actors or non-legislative means to sub-
vert elections. These actions are not the primary subject of this Report and we do not at-
tempt a systematic accounting here. However, several examples are worth highlighting be-
cause they go hand-in-hand with legislative election subversion efforts: they advance similar 
goals using similar techniques by those in positions of power but are implemented through 
different means, such as by executive actions, by election officials themselves, or by law 
enforcement officials.

Insider threats: misconduct by election officials

A particularly insidious trend is an increase in the risk of subversion from “insider threats”—
that is, misconduct by officials in trusted election administration roles. Insider threats involve 
election personnel who engage in misconduct to ensure their preferred candidate wins or be-
cause they believe in false conspiracy theories themselves. Multiple instances of insider threats 
came to pass during and after the 2020 election, some of which only came to light later.160 

Thankfully, none of these insider threats affected election results in 2020. 
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Colorado county clerks actively undermining 
voting machine security to subvert the election

SPOTLIGHT

In the last year and a half, multiple county officials in Colorado actively undermined the integ-
rity of voting machines in an effort to thwart election security and in support of false conspir-
acy theories that the election was rigged against Donald Trump. Mesa County Clerk Tina Pe-
ters, and her deputy Belinda Knisley, allegedly engaged in a scheme to unlawfully compromise 
the voting machines they were responsible for.161 Peters posted passwords to the Mesa County 
voting equipment on right-wing blogs following the 2020 election, and copies of the election 
machine software later appeared on screen at a conspiracy theory conference, which Peters 
attended.162 She also requested that members of the public attend a routine software update for 
the voting machines, and then allegedly instructed her deputy to give unauthorized access to 
the voting machines to a member of the public by creating a fake temporary employee badge 
for that person.163 Peters and her deputy also allegedly disabled security cameras in the election 
office and unlawfully accessed the secure area where the voting machines were stored. Both 
Peters and Kinsley have been indicted for multiple crimes.164 

Authorities believe that Peters and Kinsley were attempting to copy confidential files from the 
voting machines to prove that the machines were tampered with, which is a prominent false 
conspiracy theory about how the election was stolen from Donald Trump.165 As a result of Pe-
ters and Kinsley’s actions, those election machines have been decertified and must be replaced 
before the next election, at significant cost to Colorado residents. 

Peters is currently running for Secretary of State for Colorado, a position which is ultimately 
responsible for election administration for the entire state. 

Similar instances of election officials compromising the integrity of voting machines and elec-
tion networks occurred elsewhere in Colorado and in other states.166 For example, the FBI and 
state authorities investigated whether Ohio’s election security was breached when a private 
laptop was “plugged into the county network” in the office of the President of the Lake County 
Board of Supervisors.167 Routine network traffic captured by that computer was then shared at 
an election conspiracy theory conference, the same one that Peters attended.168 Law enforce-
ment believes that no sensitive data was compromised.169 As another example, state law en-
forcement in Michigan is investigating at least two instances of unauthorized personnel being 
allowed to access voting machines or attempting to copy voting machine data. One person has 
been indicted so far.170

These examples demonstrate several related lessons. First, the risk of insider threats is signif-
icant. Peters in Colorado and others elsewhere were able to cause damage because they served 
in trusted roles. This type of subversion can happen in multiple ways. One is these individuals 
directly sabotaging the election—by preventing voters from voting, ballots from being counted, 
the vote from being certified, or interfering anywhere during the process. But a more common 
way is less direct: insiders can create chaos and delay and undermine confidence in elections, 
creating the opportunity for bad actors to claim that there are irregularities or that the election 
is invalid, and then prevent candidates that voters chose from being certified and acknowl-
edged as the rightful winners. 

Second, the threat appears to be growing in multiple, distinct ways. There has been a concerted 
effort by proponents of false election conspiracy theories to place like-minded individuals in 
election administration roles around the country, sometimes explicitly to engage in election 
subversion.171 This includes placing conspiracy theorists in seemingly minor and below-the-ra-
dar roles in key states around the country, including as poll workers, canvassing board mem-
bers (who verify results), and election judges (who adjudicate disputed ballots), and in higher 
profile roles.172 This effort has been spearheaded by former Trump chief strategist Steve Ban-
non, among others, and discussed on his podcast as a “precinct-by-precinct” movement.173 In 
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a distinct, but related, trend, proponents of election conspiracy theories are also running for 
statewide office, where they will have much more significant control and have fewer checks on 
their power. For example, Peters herself is currently running for Colorado secretary of state. A 
Republican candidate for secretary of state of Nevada, Jim Marchant, is a member of a group of 
officials running for chief election administrator roles explicitly promoting election conspiracy 
theories, known as the “coalition of America First secretary of state candidates.”174  

Third, a substantial portion of elections officials have left their roles since 2020 as a result of 
the increased harassment and threats, leading to both a loss of expertise and to many openings 
for proponents of election conspiracy theories to step into those roles.175 If these openings 
at all levels are filled with conspiracy theorists, then not only will those new officials be well 
placed to engaged in insider threat subversion efforts, but some of the higher-profile efforts at 
subversion that occurred in 2020 might be successful because the officials who pushed back in 
2020 will no longer be there to do so. 

These threats demonstrate that while local, decentralized control is often less susceptible to 
election subversion, it is not immune to risk. To address this risk, there must be layers of super-
vision and oversight, and proper procedures to limit the ability of any one bad actor (whether 
within or outside of the system) to sabotage elections. It also speaks to the crucial importance 
of having professionals and volunteers at all levels who believe in reasonable election admin-
istration and who do not subscribe to conspiracy theories. In Colorado, the supervision of the 
secretary of state, who was committed to a free and fair election, was essential for detecting 
and appropriately responding to the Peters breach. Colorado has recently adopted layered elec-
tion security protocols to limit county clerks from engaging in similar behavior in the future, 
such as improved electronic and physical security protocols for election machines.176

Actions by law enforcement to undermine elections

One concerning non-legislative subversion effort involves a subset of law enforcement officials 
actively undermining elections. Law enforcement can and does play an important role in en-
suring that bad actors are not able to harass or intimidate voters or election officials. However, 
there is also a long history of law enforcement engaging in voter suppression and voter intim-
idation in this country.177 A recent variation of this problem involves some law enforcement 
officials threatening or intimidating election officials. This conduct is similar to legislative 
efforts to criminalize routine decisions and inadvertent errors by election officials, discussed 
above. However, in these examples, the risk comes not from new legislation, but from actions 
by law enforcement officials.
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Racine County, Wisconsin, sheriff threatening 
prosecution of Wisconsin Election Commissioners 

SPOTLIGHT

Eleven months after the 2020 election, the sheriff in Racine County, Wisconsin, alleged that 
five of the six members of the bipartisan Wisconsin Election Commission (WEC)—the state-
wide body responsible for overseeing elections—committed felonies. He threatened them with 
prosecution and requested a statewide investigation.178 His allegations stemmed from a 2020 
decision by WEC determining that nursing home staff could assist nursing home residents in 
requesting and filling out absentee ballots in lieu of the typical process of two Special Voting 
Deputies and two election observers entering each resident’s room. WEC decided to suspend 
the use of those deputies when it became clear they would not be safe or permitted due to 
public health rules in the first year of the COVID-19 pandemic.179 The Racine County Sheriff 
asserted this was a violation of state law and held a press conference announcing that he had 
discovered voter fraud and called for a statewide investigation by the attorney general. He later 
recommended that the county district attorney prosecute four of the five commissioners.180 
This in turn led to an effort by other officials to have the WEC commissioners removed from 
office.181 

Investigating allegations of crimes is appropriate for a sheriff, including allegations of crimes 
by election officials. However, this investigation targeted what was an (at the time) uncontro-
versial and bipartisan decision by the WEC. The attorney general dismissed the sheriff’s efforts 
as a publicity stunt designed to intimidate the WEC and undermine faith in the election, and 
the district attorney ultimately decided not to bring any charges.182 (Multiple recounts and au-
dits have found no widespread fraud in Wisconsin during the 2020 election.)183

Like legislative efforts to criminalize routine election administration decisions, this effort too 
creates the risk of subversion by making it impossible for election administrators to do their 
jobs—and therefore creating chaos and uncertainty about an election and opening a window 
for partisan actors to claim an election is fraudulent and attempt to subvert the results.

Attempts to threaten election bodies and courts into changing decisions

One trend in which legislatures are involved—but which does not involve legislation—is threats 
aimed at local commissions, courts, and similar bodies in an effort to force them to reverse 
course on election administration decisions or voting rights protections.
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Impeachment threat against 
Philadelphia city commissioners

SPOTLIGHT

In May 2021, a dispute about whether Philadelphia would count undated mail-in ballots em-
broiled it in a showdown with the state’s legislature. In the state’s spring primary elections, 
approximately 2 percent of the ballots received did not have dates hand-written by the voters, 
an amount that was not expected to change the outcome of the primaries.184 A majority of the 
city commissioners initially voted to count those ballots, with one commissioner explaining 
that it was his obligation to protect the right to vote.185 However, the Republican leadership in 
the state legislature wrote a letter threatening to impeach those commissioners if they did not 
change their votes.186 The equivalent boards in the suburbs surrounding Philadelphia made the 
same decision to count undated ballots but did not face the threat of impeachment—only the 
Philadelphia City Commissioners did.187 Facing that threat, the Philadelphia City Commission-
ers did change their vote and did not not count those ballots.188 

The primary in Philadelphia is a particularly egregious example of this trend. The Republi-
can-led legislature only threatened the election commissioners in a Democratic-stronghold 
city and not the commissioners in the nearby suburbs—making clear the politicized nature 
of the threat. More importantly, while impeachment is an important tool for accountability, 
using it to force a body to change a decision about election administration simply because 
the legislature does not like it creates multiple opportunities for subversion. Even if in this 
instance the total number of ballots not counted was not enough to change any outcomes, 
this sort of successful maneuvering in a low-stakes situation makes it more likely to recur in a 
higher-stakes scenario. 

This type of conduct—pressuring a separate, independent body to change the outcome of an 
election administration decision that the legislature does not like—happens in other instances 
as well. Concerningly, some legislatures have taken similar actions with state courts around 
electoral decisions. According to the Brennan Center, in 2021 “at least 9 states enacted 12 bills” 
that limit state court’s ability to adjudicate election cases, such a bill making it harder for Geor-
gia judges to extend polling hours.189



CONCLUSION
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IV. Conclusion
The legislative measures we have described in this Report are 
solutions in search of a problem. They purport to fix a crisis that 
never existed. The 2020 election was free, fair, and accurate. Ex-
perienced election administrators oversaw a vote count that was 
smooth and secure—all the more remarkable under the challeng-
es of a pandemic, and in light of what was already a flood of disin-
formation. These Americans, particularly those who stood up to 
reject pressure campaigns, deserve our gratitude. Their conduct 
was worthy of the best traditions of our democracy.

The bills detailed here, some of which have already been enacted 
as laws, would make such an accomplishment next to impossible 
in the future. They vary in scope: Some contemplate elections 
run by overzealous or meddling legislators; others would leave 
elections to local administrators but handcuff them in their abil-
ity to carry out their duties. Some would subject the counting of 
votes to chaos, error, and delay; others would leave the certified 
results open to endless reviews with no grounding in evidence, 
wasting resources and sowing distrust. What these bills have in 
common is that they would open the door to interference in elec-
tions by partisan actors, and make it easier for partisan actors to 
subvert the will of voters. In short, they could precipitate a crisis.

One year ago, we identified a wave of bills that would allow state 
legislatures to politicize, criminalize, or interfere with the admin-
istration of elections. That wave rolls on. Legislators have come 
up with ever more ways to exert political control over elections, 
including mandatory hand counts and special law-enforcement 
task forces. Taken separately, each of these bills would chip away 
at the system of free and fair elections that Americans have sus-
tained, and worked to improve, for generations. Taken together, 
they could lead to an election in which the voters’ choices are 
disregarded and the election sabotaged.  

As we stressed in our first Report: We have a democracy crisis 
in the making. The threat in 2022 has only grown. But while we 
should not hesitate to be realistic about the peril facing our coun-
try, the situation is far from hopeless.190 We write this Report to 
shed light on this anti-democratic trend in state legislatures pre-
cisely because there is hope. Many of the bills documented in this 
Report are not yet law, and there is still time to stand up against 
them. All of us who care about our democracy—regardless of po-
litical affiliation—must continue to use every tool we have to pro-
tect free and fair elections in this country, and to reject efforts to 
undermine them.
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Appendix

State Bill Number Date Introduced Author
Summary Status 
as of May 4 1 2 3 4 5

Alabama H 194 2/1/2022 Allen (R) Enacted x

Alabama H 204 2/2/2022 Hanes (R) Pending x

Alabama H 41 1/11/2022 Allen (R) Pending xx

Alabama H 74 1/11/2022 A. Baker (R) Pending x

Alaska H 196 4/28/2021 Vance (R) Pending x

Alaska H 286 1/18/2022 Rules Cmt Pending x

Alaska H 368 2/22/2022 Kurka (R) Pending x

Alaska H 95 2/18/2021 N/A Pending x

Alaska S 167 1/18/2022 Rules Cmt Pending x

Alaska S 39 1/19/2021 Shower (R) Pending x

Arizona H 2080 1/10/2022 Finchem (R) Pending x

Arizona H 2237 1/12/2022 Hoffman (R) Pending x

Arizona H 2242 1/12/2022 Hoffman (R) Pending x

Arizona H 2244 1/12/2022 Finchem (R) Pending x

Arizona H 2289 1/13/2022 Fillmore (R) Pending xx

Arizona H 2378 1/13/2022 Bolick (R) Pending x

Arizona H 2379 1/13/2022 Bolick (R) Pending x

Arizona H 2476 1/13/2022 Carroll (R) Pending x

Arizona H 2491 1/13/2022 Hoffman (R) Pending x

Arizona H 2492 1/13/2022 Hoffman (R) Enacted x

Arizona H 2596 1/21/2022 Fillmore (R) Pending x x x x

Arizona H 2703 2/3/2022 Bolick (R) Pending x

Arizona H 2743 2/7/2022 Fillmore (R) Pending xx

Arizona H 2777 2/7/2022 Finchem (R) Pending x

Arizona HCR 2033 2/7/2022 Finchem (R) Pending x

Arizona S 1012 1/10/2022 Townsend (R) Pending x

Arizona S 1027 1/10/2022 Rogers (R) Pending x

Arizona S 1056 1/10/2022 Townsend (R) Pending x x

Arizona S 1259 1/19/2022 Mesnard (R) Pending x

Arizona S 1285 1/20/2022 Ugenti-Rita (R) Pending x

Arizona S 1338 1/24/2022 Rogers (R) Pending x

Arizona S 1348 1/24/2022 Rogers (R) Pending x

Arizona S 1357 1/24/2022 Townsend (R) Pending x

Arizona S 1359 1/24/2022 Townsend (R) Pending x

Arizona S 1360 1/24/2022 Townsend (R) Pending x

Arizona S 1570 1/28/2022 Townsend (R) Pending x

Arizona S 1574 1/28/2022 Townsend (R) Pending x x

Arizona S 1577 1/28/2022 Townsend (R) Failed x

Arizona S 1603 1/31/2022 Townsend (R) Pending x

Arizona S 1608 1/31/2022 Townsend (R) Pending x

Arizona S 1629 1/31/2022 Borrelli (R) Pending x x

Colorado H 1204 2/7/2022 Hanks (R) Pending x x

Florida H 7061 2/4/2022 Public Integrity & Elections 
Cmt

Pending x x

Florida H 99 1/11/2022 Sabatini (R) Pending x

Florida S 524 1/11/2022 Hutson (R) Enacted x x

1 Bills usurping control
over election results 2 Bills requiring partisan or unprofessional

election “audits” or reviews 3 Bills seizing power over
election responsibilities  4 Bills creating unworkable burdens 

in election administration 5 Bills imposing disproportionate
criminal or other penalties

x

x

x

https://legiscan.com/AL/drafts/HB194/2022
https://legiscan.com/AL/drafts/HB204/2022
https://legiscan.com/AL/drafts/HB41/2022
https://legiscan.com/AL/drafts/HB74/2022
https://legiscan.com/AK/drafts/HB368/2021
https://legiscan.com/AK/drafts/HB95/2021
https://legiscan.com/AK/drafts/SB167/2021
https://legiscan.com/AK/drafts/SB39/2021
https://legiscan.com/AZ/drafts/HB2080/2022
https://legiscan.com/AZ/drafts/HB2237/2022
https://legiscan.com/AZ/drafts/HB2242/2022
https://legiscan.com/AZ/drafts/HB2244/2022
https://legiscan.com/AZ/drafts/HB2289/2022
https://legiscan.com/AZ/drafts/HB2378/2022
https://legiscan.com/AZ/drafts/HB2379/2022
https://legiscan.com/AZ/drafts/HB2476/2022
https://legiscan.com/AZ/drafts/HB2491/2022
https://legiscan.com/AZ/drafts/HB2492/2022
https://legiscan.com/AZ/drafts/HB2596/2022
https://legiscan.com/AZ/drafts/HB2703/2022
https://legiscan.com/AZ/drafts/HB2743/2022
https://legiscan.com/AZ/drafts/HB2777/2022
https://legiscan.com/AZ/drafts/HCR2033/2022
https://legiscan.com/AZ/drafts/SB1012/2022
https://legiscan.com/AZ/drafts/SB1027/2022
https://legiscan.com/AZ/drafts/SB1056/2022
https://legiscan.com/AZ/drafts/SB1259/2022
https://legiscan.com/AZ/drafts/SB1285/2022
https://legiscan.com/AZ/drafts/SB1338/2022
https://legiscan.com/AZ/drafts/SB1348/2022
https://legiscan.com/AZ/drafts/SB1357/2022
https://legiscan.com/AZ/drafts/SB1359/2022
https://legiscan.com/AZ/drafts/SB1360/2022
https://legiscan.com/AZ/drafts/SB1570/2022
https://legiscan.com/AZ/drafts/SB1574/2022
https://legiscan.com/AZ/drafts/SB1577/2022
https://legiscan.com/AZ/drafts/SB1603/2022
https://legiscan.com/AZ/drafts/SB1608/2022
https://legiscan.com/AZ/drafts/SB1629/2022
https://legiscan.com/CO/drafts/HB1204/2022
https://legiscan.com/FL/drafts/H7061/2022
https://legiscan.com/FL/drafts/H0099/2022
https://legiscan.com/FL/drafts/S0524/2022
https://legiscan.com/AK/drafts/HB196/2021
https://legiscan.com/AK/drafts/HB286/2021
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State Bill Number Date Introduced Author
Summary Status 
as of May 4 1 2 3 4 5

Georgia H 1359 2/14/2022 A. Powell (R) Pending x

Georgia H 1392 2/17/2022 Gunter (R) Pending x

Georgia H 1402 2/17/2022 Barr (R) Pending x

Georgia H 1464 2/28/2022 Burchett (R) Pending x x

Illinois H 4487 1/12/2022 Wilhour (R) Pending x

Illinois H 4748 1/24/2022 B. Hernandez (D) Pending x

Illinois S 3059 1/5/2022 Bailey (R) Pending x

Indiana H 1173 1/6/2022 Wesco (R) Pending x

Indiana H 1317 1/11/2022 A. Morrison (R) Pending x

Indiana S 134 1/4/2022 Brown (R) Enacted x

Indiana S 329 1/10/2022 Houchin (R) Failed x

Iowa H 2174 2/1/22 Salmon (R) Pending x

Iowa H 2526 2/23/22 State Government Cmt Pending x

Iowa S 2343 2/17/2022 State Government Cmt Pending x

Kansas HCR 5014 2/24/2021 Appropriations Cmt Adopted x

Kansas H 2319 2/10/2021 C. Esau (R) Pending x

Kansas S 293 3/11/2021 Federal and State Affairs Cmt Pending x x

Kansas S 307 3/25/2021 Federal and State Affairs Cmt Pending x

Kansas S 390 1/25/2022 Hilderbrand (R) Pending x x

Kansas S 418 1/27/2022 Federal and State Affairs Cmt Pending x

Kansas S 438 2/4/2022 Judiciary Cmt Pending x

Kansas SCR 1618 1/27/2022 Judiciary Cmt Pending x

Kentucky H 153 1/4/2022 Tate (R) Pending x

Kentucky H 301 1/13/2022 Flannery (R) Enacted x x

Louisiana H 359 3/14/2022 Beaullieu (R) Pending x

Louisiana H 811 3/14/2022 Miguez (R) Pending x

Louisiana S 226 3/14/2022 Cloud (R) Pending x

Michigan H 4511 3/16/2021 Hornberger (R) Pending x

Michigan H 4952 6/1/2021 Maddock (R) Pending x

Michigan H 4963 6/3/2021 Carra (R) Pending x

Michigan H 5091 6/22/2021 Carra (R) Pending x

Michigan H 5167 6/29/2021 Kahle (R) Pending x

Michigan H 5186 7/1/2021 Hoitenga (R) Pending x

Michigan H 5253 8/17/2021 Lightner (R) Pending x

Michigan S 284 3/24/2021 Lauwers (R) Pending x

Michigan S 289 3/24/2021 Nesbitt (R) Pending x

Michigan S 297 3/24/2021 McBroom (R) Pending x

Minnesota H 2732 1/31/2022 Daudt (R) Pending x x

Minnesota H 3235 2/10/2022 Gruenhagen (R) Pending x

Minnesota H 3505 2/17/2022 Heinrich (R) Pending x

Minnesota H 4469 3/21/2022 Nash (R) Pending x

Minnesota S 2896 2/4/2022 Benson (R) Pending x x

Minnesota S 3141 2/11/2022 Anderson (R) Pending x

Minnesota S 3333 2/21/2022 Koran (R) Pending x

Minnesota S 3398 2/23/2022 Ruud (R) Pending xx

Minnesota S 3420 2/23/2022 Jasinski (R) Pending x x

Minnesota S 3469 2/23/2022 Kiffmeyer (R) Pending x

Minnesota S 3663 3/1/2022 Koran (R) Pending x x

https://legiscan.com/GA/drafts/HB1359/2021
https://legiscan.com/GA/drafts/HB1392/2021
https://legiscan.com/GA/drafts/HB1402/2021
https://legiscan.com/GA/drafts/HB1464/2021
https://legiscan.com/IL/drafts/HB4487/2021
https://legiscan.com/IL/drafts/HB4748/2021
https://legiscan.com/IL/drafts/SB3059/2021
https://legiscan.com/IN/drafts/HB1173/2022
https://legiscan.com/IN/drafts/HB1317/2022
https://legiscan.com/IN/drafts/SB0134/2022
https://legiscan.com/IN/drafts/SB0329/2022
https://legiscan.com/IA/drafts/HF2174/2021
https://legiscan.com/IA/drafts/HF2526/2021
https://legiscan.com/IA/drafts/SF2343/2021
https://legiscan.com/KS/drafts/HCR5014/2021
https://legiscan.com/KS/drafts/HB2319/2021
https://legiscan.com/KS/drafts/SB293/2021
https://legiscan.com/KS/drafts/SB307/2021
https://legiscan.com/KS/drafts/SB390/2021
https://legiscan.com/KS/drafts/SB418/2021
https://legiscan.com/KS/drafts/SB438/2021
https://legiscan.com/KS/drafts/SCR1618/2021
https://legiscan.com/KY/drafts/HB153/2022
https://legiscan.com/KY/drafts/HB301/2022
https://legiscan.com/LA/drafts/HB359/2022
https://legiscan.com/LA/drafts/HB811/2022
https://legiscan.com/LA/drafts/SB226/2022
https://legiscan.com/MI/drafts/HB4511/2021
https://legiscan.com/MI/drafts/HB4952/2021
https://legiscan.com/MI/drafts/HB4963/2021
https://legiscan.com/MI/drafts/HB5091/2021
https://legiscan.com/MI/drafts/HB5167/2021
https://legiscan.com/MI/drafts/HB5186/2021
https://legiscan.com/MI/drafts/HB5253/2021
https://legiscan.com/MI/drafts/SB0284/2021
https://legiscan.com/MI/drafts/SB0289/2021
https://legiscan.com/MI/drafts/SB0297/2021
https://legiscan.com/MN/drafts/HF2732/2021
https://legiscan.com/MN/drafts/HF3235/2021
https://legiscan.com/MN/drafts/HF3505/2021
https://legiscan.com/MN/drafts/HF4469/2021
https://legiscan.com/MN/drafts/SF2896/2021
https://legiscan.com/MN/drafts/SF3141/2021
https://legiscan.com/MN/drafts/SF3333/2021
https://legiscan.com/MN/drafts/SF3398/2021
https://legiscan.com/MN/drafts/SF3420/2021
https://legiscan.com/MN/drafts/SF3469/2021
https://legiscan.com/MN/drafts/SF3663/2021
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Summary Status 
as of May 4 1 2 3 4 5

Minnesota S 4290 3/24/2022 Westrom (R) Pending x

Mississippi H 1126 1/17/2022 Eubanks (R) Pending x

Mississippi H 1225 1/17/2022 Owen (R) Pending x

x

Mississippi H 1365 1/17/2022 Gunn (R) Enacted x

Mississippi H 34 1/4/2022 Ladner (R) Failed x

Mississippi H 646 1/17/2022 Hobgood-Wilkes (R) Failed x

Mississippi S 2296 1/17/2022 McDaniel (R) Failed x x

Mississippi S 2413 1/17/2022 Tate (R) Failed x

Mississippi S 2473 1/17/2022 Hill (D) Failed x

Mississippi S 2574 1/17/2022 J. Fillingane (R) Failed x x

Mississippi S 2610 1/17/2022 Tate (R) Failed x

Missouri H 1455 1/5/2022 Billington (R) Pending x

Missouri H 1483 1/5/2022 A. Kelley (R) Pending x

Missouri H 2081 1/5/2022 Stacy (R) Pending x

Missouri H 2389 1/11/2022 Cook (R) Pending x

Missouri H 2531 1/24/2022 A. Kelley (R) Pending x

Missouri H 2577 1/26/2022 J. Simmons (R) Pending x

Missouri H 2630 2/1/2022 Schroer (R) Pending x

Missouri H 2633 2/1/2022 Boggs (R) Pending

x

x

Missouri S 1065 1/18/2022 D. Hoskins (R) Pending x

Missouri S 668 1/5/2022 Burlison (R) Pending x

Missouri S 695 1/5/2022 Brattin (R) Pending x x

Missouri S 738 1/5/2022 Eigel (R) Pending x

Nebraska L 849 1/6/2022 Bostar (NP) Pending x

Nebraska L 858 1/6/2022 Clements (NP) Pending x

New Hampshire CACR 16 1/5/2022 Abramson (R) Pending x x

New Hampshire CACR 30 3/22/2022 Abramson (R) Pending x

New Hampshire H 1064 1/5/2022 Alliegro (R) Pending x

New Hampshire H 1324 1/5/2022 Abramson (R) Failed x

New Hampshire H 1359 1/5/2022 Rhodes (R) Failed

x

x

New Hampshire H 1473 1/5/2022 Abrami (R) Pending x

New Hampshire H 1484 1/5/2022 Baxter (R) Pending x

New Hampshire H 1567 1/5/2022 Alliegro (R) Pending x

New Jersey A 3388 3/7/2022 Wirths (R) Pending x

New Jersey S 2274 3/10/2022 Oroho (R) Pending x

New York A 4158 2/1/2021 Lavine (D) Pending x

North Carolina H 606 4/21/2021 McNeill (R) Pending x

North Carolina H 715 4/29/2021 C. Smith (R) Pending x

North Carolina H 766 5/4/2021 J. Johnson (R) Pending x

North Carolina S 731 8/3/2021 D. Davis (D) Pending x

Oklahoma H 3046 2/7/2022 Lepak (R) Enacted x x

Oklahoma H 3282 2/7/2022 Humphrey (R) Pending x x

Oklahoma H 3677 2/7/2022 S. Roberts (R) Pending x x

Oklahoma H 3680 2/7/2022 S. Roberts (R) Pending x x

Oklahoma S 1457 2/7/2022 Standridge (R) Pending x

Oklahoma S 1690 2/7/2022 Dahm (R) Pending x

Oklahoma S 523 2/1/2021 Paxton (R) Pending x

Pennsylvania H 1482 3/29/2022 Cutler (R) Pending x

x x

x

x

x

x

x

https://legiscan.com/MN/drafts/SF4290/2021
https://legiscan.com/MS/drafts/HB1126/2022
https://legiscan.com/MS/drafts/HB1225/2022
https://legiscan.com/MS/drafts/HB1365/2022
https://legiscan.com/MS/drafts/HB34/2022
https://legiscan.com/MS/drafts/HB646/2022
https://legiscan.com/MS/drafts/SB2296/2022
https://legiscan.com/MS/drafts/SB2413/2022
https://legiscan.com/MS/drafts/SB2473/2022
https://legiscan.com/MS/drafts/SB2574/2022
https://legiscan.com/MS/drafts/SB2610/2022
https://legiscan.com/MO/drafts/HB1455/2022
https://legiscan.com/MO/drafts/HB1483/2022
https://legiscan.com/MO/drafts/HB2081/2022
https://legiscan.com/MO/drafts/HB2389/2022
https://legiscan.com/MO/drafts/HB2531/2022
https://legiscan.com/MO/drafts/HB2577/2022
https://legiscan.com/MO/drafts/HB2630/2022
https://legiscan.com/MO/drafts/HB2633/2022
https://legiscan.com/MO/drafts/SB1065/2022
https://legiscan.com/MO/drafts/SB668/2022
https://legiscan.com/MO/drafts/SB695/2022
https://legiscan.com/MO/drafts/SB738/2022
https://legiscan.com/NE/drafts/LB849/2021
https://legiscan.com/NE/drafts/LB858/2021
https://legiscan.com/NH/drafts/CACR16/2022
https://legiscan.com/NH/drafts/CACR30/2022
https://legiscan.com/NH/drafts/HB1064/2022
https://legiscan.com/NH/drafts/HB1324/2022
https://legiscan.com/NH/drafts/HB1359/2022
https://legiscan.com/NH/drafts/HB1473/2022
https://legiscan.com/NH/drafts/HB1484/2022
https://legiscan.com/NH/drafts/HB1567/2022
https://legiscan.com/NJ/drafts/A3388/2022
https://legiscan.com/NJ/drafts/S2274/2022
https://legiscan.com/NY/drafts/A04158/2021
https://legiscan.com/NC/drafts/H606/2021
https://legiscan.com/NC/drafts/H715/2021
https://legiscan.com/NC/drafts/H766/2021
https://legiscan.com/NC/drafts/S731/2021
https://legiscan.com/OK/drafts/HB3046/2022
https://legiscan.com/OK/drafts/HB3282/2022
https://legiscan.com/OK/drafts/HB3677/2022
https://legiscan.com/OK/drafts/HB3680/2022
https://legiscan.com/OK/drafts/SB1457/2022
https://legiscan.com/OK/drafts/SB1690/2022
https://legiscan.com/OK/drafts/SB523/2022
https://legiscan.com/PA/drafts/HB1482/2021
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Pennsylvania H 1502 6/1/2021 Moul (R) Pending x

Pennsylvania H 1596 6/10/2021 Wheeland (R) Pending x x

Pennsylvania H 1800 3/29/2022 Grove (R) Pending xx x

Pennsylvania H 2044 11/3/2021 Nelson (R) Pending x

Pennsylvania H 33 6/22/2021 Day (R) Pending x

Pennsylvania HR 7 1/21/2021 Diamond (R) Pending x

Pennsylvania S 640 5/6/2021 Brooks (R) Pending x

Pennsylvania S 819 8/11/2021 Mastriano (R) Pending x

Pennsylvania S 821 8/11/2021 Mastriano (R) Pending x

Pennsylvania SB 106 1/22/2021 Argall (R) Pending x

Pennsylvania SR 8 1/20/2021 Dush (R) Pending x

Pennsylvania SR 9 1/20/2021 Dush (R) Pending x

Rhode Island H 7214 1/26/2022 Place (R) Pending x

Rhode Island H 7830 3/4/2022 Morgan (R) Pending x

South Carolina H 3877 2/11/2021 G.R. Smith (R) Pending x

South Carolina H 4255 4/22/2021 S. Long (R) Pending x x

South Carolina H 4550 1/11/2022 Jones (R) Pending x

South Carolina H 4551 1/11/2022 S. Long (R) Pending x

South Carolina S 499 1/28/2021 Campsen (R) Pending x

South Dakota H 1329 2/2/2022 Howard (R) Pending x

South Dakota S 122 1/26/2022 Crabtree (R) Enacted x

Tennessee H 1276 2/11/2021 Griffey (R) Pending x

Tennessee H 1560 2/24/2021 Mitchell (D) Pending x

Tennessee H 1714 1/12/2022 Warner (R) Failed x

Tennessee H 1883 1/20/2022 Rudd (R) Pending x

Tennessee H 2011 1/26/2022 Casada (R) Failed x

Tennessee H 2074 1/27/2022 Griffey (R) Failed x

Tennessee H 2112 1/28/2022 Warner (R) Pending x

Tennessee H 2483 2/1/2022 Zachary (R) Enacted x x

Tennessee H 2585 2/2/2022 Moon (R) Enacted x

Tennessee H 966 2/10/2021 Carringer (R) Pending x

Tennessee S 1657 11/15/2021 Bowling (R) Pending x

Tennessee S 1865 1/20/2022 Jackson (R) Pending x

Tennessee S 1939 1/25/2022 Bowling (R) Pending x

Tennessee S 2267 2/1/2022 Niceley (R) Failed x x

Tennessee S 2359 2/1/2022 Bowling (R) Pending x

Tennessee S 2487 2/2/2022 Briggs (R) Pending x

Tennessee S 2675 2/2/2022 J. Johnson (R) Enacted x

Tennessee S 2877 2/3/2022 Bailey (R) Pending x

Utah H 313 2/2/2022 Hawkins (R) Enacted x x

Utah S 219 2/16/2022 Grover (R) Enacted x

Virginia H 1101 1/12/2022 LaRock (R) Failed x

Virginia S 605 1/12/2022 Chase (R) Failed x

Virginia S 80 1/12/2022 Stanley (R) Enacted x

Washington H 1778 1/10/2022 Klippert (R) Failed x x

Washington H 1884 1/11/2022 Klippert (R) Failed x

Washington H 2115 2/2/2022 Kraft (R) Failed x x

Washington S 5679 1/10/2022 Wagoner (R) Failed x

https://legiscan.com/PA/drafts/HB1502/2021
https://legiscan.com/PA/drafts/HB1596/2021
https://legiscan.com/PA/drafts/HB1800/2021
https://legiscan.com/PA/drafts/HB2044/2021
https://legiscan.com/PA/drafts/HB33/2021
https://legiscan.com/PA/drafts/HR7/2021
https://legiscan.com/PA/drafts/SB640/2021
https://legiscan.com/PA/drafts/SB819/2021
https://legiscan.com/PA/drafts/SB821/2021
https://legiscan.com/PA/drafts/SB106/2021
https://legiscan.com/PA/drafts/SR8/2021
https://legiscan.com/PA/drafts/SR9/2021
https://legiscan.com/RI/drafts/H7214/2022
https://legiscan.com/RI/drafts/H7830/2022
https://legiscan.com/SC/drafts/H3877/2021
https://legiscan.com/SC/drafts/H4255/2021
https://legiscan.com/SC/drafts/H4550/2021
https://legiscan.com/SC/drafts/H4551/2021
https://legiscan.com/SC/drafts/S0499/2021
https://legiscan.com/SD/drafts/HB1329/2022
https://legiscan.com/SD/drafts/SB122/2022
https://legiscan.com/TN/drafts/HB1276/2021
https://legiscan.com/TN/drafts/HB1560/2021
https://legiscan.com/TN/drafts/HB1714/2021
https://legiscan.com/TN/drafts/HB1883/2021
https://legiscan.com/TN/drafts/HB2011/2021
https://legiscan.com/TN/drafts/HB2074/2021
https://legiscan.com/TN/drafts/HB2112/2021
https://legiscan.com/TN/drafts/HB2483/2021
https://legiscan.com/TN/drafts/HB2585/2021
https://legiscan.com/TN/drafts/HB0966/2021
https://legiscan.com/TN/bill/SB1657/2021
https://legiscan.com/TN/drafts/SB1865/2021
https://legiscan.com/TN/drafts/SB1939/2021
https://legiscan.com/TN/drafts/SB2267/2021
https://legiscan.com/TN/drafts/SB2359/2021
https://legiscan.com/TN/drafts/SB2487/2021
https://legiscan.com/TN/drafts/SB2675/2021
https://legiscan.com/TN/drafts/SB2877/2021
https://legiscan.com/UT/drafts/HB0313/2022
https://legiscan.com/UT/drafts/SB0219/2022
https://legiscan.com/VA/drafts/HB1101/2022
https://legiscan.com/VA/drafts/SB605/2022
https://legiscan.com/VA/drafts/SB80/2022
https://legiscan.com/WA/drafts/HB1778/2021
https://legiscan.com/WA/drafts/HB1884/2021
https://legiscan.com/WA/drafts/HB2115/2021
https://legiscan.com/WA/drafts/SB5679/2021
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State Bill Number Date Introduced Author
Summary Status 
as of May 4 1 2 3 4 5

West Virginia H 3233 1/12/2022 Pritt (R) Failed

xWest Virginia H 4097 1/17/2022 Holstein (R) Enacted

West Virginia H 4293 1/20/2022 Maynard (R) Failed x

Wisconsin A 1000 2/16/2022 Petersen (R) Pending x x

Wisconsin A 1001 2/16/2022 Sortwell (R) Pending x

Wisconsin A 1003 2/16/2022 Macco (R) Pending x

Wisconsin A 1004 2/16/2022 Macco (R) Pending x

Wisconsin A 1005 2/16/2022 Dittrich (R) Pending x

Wisconsin A 1006 2/16/2022 Spiros (R) Pending x

Wisconsin A 1046 2/17/2022 Behnke (R) Pending x

Wisconsin AJR 111 1/18/2022 Kuglitsch (R) Pending x

Wisconsin A 194 3/23/2021 R. Brooks (R) Pending x

Wisconsin A 198 3/25/2021 Sanfelippo (R) Pending x

Wisconsin A 201 3/25/2021 Gundrum (R) Pending x

Wisconsin A 310 5/4/2021 Tauchen (R) Pending x

Wisconsin A 398 6/14/2021 Brandtjen (R) Pending x

Wisconsin A 433 7/1/2021 Behnke (R) Pending x

Wisconsin A 761 12/7/2021 Ramthun (R) Pending x

Wisconsin A 981 2/15/2022 Ramthun (R) Pending x

Wisconsin A 983 2/15/2022 Ramthun (R) Pending x

Wisconsin A 996 2/16/2022 Vos (R) Pending x

Wisconsin AJR 120 1/25/2022 Ramthun (R) Pending x

Wisconsin AJR 134 2/16/2022 August (R) Pending x

Wisconsin S 1077 3/9/2022 Bernier (R) Pending x

Wisconsin S 207 3/16/2021 Stroebel (R) Pending x

Wisconsin S 213 3/16/2021 Stroebel (R) Vetoed x

Wisconsin S 214 3/16/2021 Stafsholt (R) Pending x

Wisconsin S 393 6/10/2021 Jacque (R) Pending x

Wisconsin S 432 6/24/2021 Wimberger (R) Pending x

Wisconsin S 730 11/30/2021 Jacque (R) Pending x

Wisconsin S 934 2/3/2022 Bernier (R) Pending x

Wisconsin S 935 2/3/2022 Bernier (R) Vetoed

x

x x

Wisconsin S 936 2/3/2022 Bernier (R) Vetoed x

Wisconsin S 941 2/3/2022 LaMahieu (R) Vetoed x

Wisconsin S 942 2/3/2022 Stroebel (R) Vetoed x

Wisconsin S 943 2/3/2022 Darling (R) Vetoed x

Wisconsin S 978 2/17/2022 Testin (R) Failed x

Wisconsin SJR 101 2/3/2022 Wimberger (R) Adopted x

Wisconsin SJR 84 1/3/2022 Marklein (R) Adopted x

Wyoming S 79 2/14/2022 Steinmetz (R) Failed x

x

xxx

x

x

x

x

x

x x

https://legiscan.com/WV/drafts/HB3233/2022
https://legiscan.com/WV/drafts/HB4097/2022
https://legiscan.com/WV/drafts/HB4293/2022
https://legiscan.com/WI/drafts/AB1000/2021
https://legiscan.com/WI/drafts/AB1001/2021
https://legiscan.com/WI/drafts/AB1003/2021
https://legiscan.com/WI/drafts/AB1004/2021
https://legiscan.com/WI/drafts/AB1005/2021
https://legiscan.com/WI/drafts/AB1006/2021
https://legiscan.com/WI/drafts/AB1046/2021
https://legiscan.com/WI/drafts/AJR111/2021
https://legiscan.com/WI/drafts/AB194/2021
https://legiscan.com/WI/drafts/AB198/2021
https://legiscan.com/WI/drafts/AB201/2021
https://legiscan.com/WI/drafts/AB310/2021
https://legiscan.com/WI/drafts/AB398/2021
https://legiscan.com/WI/drafts/AB433/2021
https://legiscan.com/WI/drafts/AB761/2021
https://legiscan.com/WI/drafts/AB981/2021
https://legiscan.com/WI/drafts/AB983/2021
https://legiscan.com/WI/drafts/AB996/2021
https://legiscan.com/WI/drafts/AJR120/2021
https://legiscan.com/WI/bill/AJR134/2021
https://legiscan.com/WI/drafts/SB1077/2021
https://legiscan.com/WI/drafts/SB207/2021
https://legiscan.com/WI/drafts/SB213/2021
https://legiscan.com/WI/drafts/SB214/2021
https://legiscan.com/WI/drafts/SB393/2021
https://legiscan.com/WI/drafts/SB432/2021
https://legiscan.com/WI/drafts/SB730/2021
https://legiscan.com/WI/drafts/SB934/2021
https://legiscan.com/WI/drafts/SB935/2021
https://legiscan.com/WI/drafts/SB936/2021
https://legiscan.com/WI/drafts/SB941/2021
https://legiscan.com/WI/drafts/SB942/2021
https://legiscan.com/WI/drafts/SB943/2021
https://legiscan.com/WI/drafts/SB978/2021
https://legiscan.com/WI/drafts/SJR101/2021
https://legiscan.com/WI/drafts/SJR84/2021
https://legiscan.com/WY/drafts/SF0079/2022
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States United 
Democracy Center
The States United Democracy Center is a nonpartisan orga-
nization advancing free, fair, and secure elections. We focus 
on connecting state officials, law enforcement leaders, and 
pro-democracy partners across America with the tools and 
expertise they need to safeguard our democracy.

For more information, visit statesuniteddemocracy.org

Protect Democracy
Protect Democracy is a nonpartisan, nonprofit with an ur-
gent mission: to prevent our democracy from declining into a 
more authoritarian form of government.

For more information, visit protectdemocracy.org

Law Forward
Law Forward is a nonprofit law firm focused on protecting 
and advancing democracy in Wisconsin. We use impact 
litigation, the administrative process, and public education 
to protect Wisconsin’s fundamental democratic principles, 
and revive Wisconsin’s traditional commitment to clean and 
open government.

For more information, visit lawforward.org

http://statesuniteddemocracy.org
http://protectdemocracy.org
http://lawforward.org



